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Long GRB Progenitors
•Host galaxies
✦ Blue, star forming
‣ Generally low luminosity

✦ GRB located within few kpc 
of the galaxy center

•SN connection
✦ Low z events
✦ SN spectrum
‣ Bright, TypeIc SN
‣ Metal-poor, blue host galaxy
➡ (Mirabal et al. 2003)

•Theory
✦ Collapsar model
‣ 15 Msol star
‣ Collapse to black hole
‣ Relativistic jet ensues

✦ Afterglow
‣ Jet deaccelerates as it interacts 

with surrounding gas (1016 cm)
‣ Synchrotron radiation
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Fig. 1.— UBV RI data for GRB 060218, corrected for Galactic
extinction and host-galaxy contamination. The solid line is a fit to
the V -band light curve. The dotted line is a fit to the V -band light
curve after subtracting an ! = 1.2 power-law decay (dot-dashed
line) as justified in the text. The dashed line is a template of the
V -band light curve of SN 1998bw (Galama et al. 1998) shifted to
z = 0.0335. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color
version of this figure.]

IRAF. 5 The wavelength scale was established by fitting
a set of polynomials to Xe lamp spectra obtained im-
mediately after each target exposure. The spectrophoto-
metric standard star Feige 34 (Stone 1977), observed at
comparable telescope pointing to the GRB, was used for
flux calibration. Although no order-separating filter was
used, we expect that second-order contamination is less
than 1.5% below 7000 Å (e.g., Izotov et al. 2001). An-
other set of spectra, consisting of three 720 s integrations,
was obtained on March 17.12 UT using the Modular
Spectrograph (ModSpec) on the 2.4 m telescope, which
provides 2 Å pixel!1 dispersion and ! 3.6 Å resolution
with a 1.""1 slit. Similar reduction steps, plus correction
for atmospheric absorption bands, were performed. Fig-
ure 2 shows the dereddened (Cardelli, Clayton, & Mathis
1989), wavelength- and flux-calibrated spectra of GRB
060218/SN 2006aj.

3. RESULTS

Strong, redshifted nebular emission lines identified in
the spectrum are listed in Table 2. The fluxes are taken
from the CCDS spectrum, while the more accurate wave-
lengths from the ModSpec are listed. The weighted mean
heliocentric redshift derived from the emission lines is
z = 0.03345 ± 0.00006, and the line widths are unre-
solved at the resolution of ! 160 km s!1. The emission-
line redshift is consistent with the Na I D absorption-line

5 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Ob-
servatories, which are operated by the Association of Universities
for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with
the National Science Foundation.

Fig. 2.— Spectra of GRB 060218 obtained on 2006 February
20.097 UT (1.95 days after the burst) and March 17.12 (27 days
post-burst). Days relative to supernova maximum are indicated.
Starburst emission lines from the host galaxy were excised from the
second spectrum. The first spectrum marks the earliest appearance
of Si II near 5720 Å, while its continuum is reasonably well fitted
by a spectral index " = 0.1 ± 0.3 (see text). Photometry before
and after the spectrum was taken (Table 1) is consistent with this
spectral index.

velocities from the host (Guenther et al. 2006), falling
within the 20 km s!1 spread of the latter. The Balmer
decrement indicates little or no intrinsic reddening. In
addition, the earlier spectrum reveals a relatively blue
continuum that is reasonably well fitted by a power-law
of the form f! " !!" with spectral index " = 0.1 ± 0.3
and by a broad P Cygni feature with the bottom of the
absorption trough at ! 5720 Å rest wavelength.

We argue that this spectral feature corresponds to
Si II #6355 with an expansion velocity 31500 ±9200
km s!1. An identification with Na I D moving
at about 8700 km s!1, or with He I #5876 at
even lower velocity, appears less likely when com-
pared to the early-time optical spectra of Type Ic SNe
(Patat et al. 2001). This detection signals the emergence
of the supernova designated SN 2006aj (Masetti et al.
2006; Soderberg, Berger, & Schmidt 2006; Fugazza et al.
2006; Mirabal & Halpern 2006b; Fatkhullin et al. 2006;
Mazzali & Pian 2006; Modjaz et al. 2006), and seals the
connection between GRB 060218 and the explosion of a
massive star. The weak Si II line, as well as a nearly
featureless continuum at early times, are typical of Type
Ic SN explosions lacking both a hydrogen and helium
envelope (e.g. Filippenko 1997). SN 2006aj appears to
be much bluer than the Type Ic SN 1998bw. The early
spectral shape of SN 2006aj resembles more closely the
Type Ic GRB 030329/SN 2003dh spectra obtained within
a week of that burst (Stanek et al. 2003; Hjorth et al.
2003).

The emergence of a weak, broad Si II feature so soon
after the Swift BAT localization implies that SN 2006aj
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Long GRB Progenitors 
are massive stars

Woosley (1993)

Presumably arising in star-forming regions



GRB Afterglows are often 
very bright
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The Experiment
Acquire spectra of GRB afterglows to study gas in the galaxy 

hosting the GRB (its interstellar medium, ISM) and gas 
between Earth and the GRB (the intergalactic medium, IGM)

10-100pc <10pc10-100kpc 0.1-10kpc1-1000 Mpc

IGM

GRB

CSMHII Region
H2 cloud

ISMHalo gas

Keep in Mind:  One measures directly the velocity of 
the gas, not its distance.  Therefore, all of these 

regions are potentially mixed together in our spectrum



QSO vs GRB as Probes of the ISM

GRB
 All within 10 kpc
 >50% within 2 kpc

Probe star-forming regions

Damped Lya System
 Quasar abs system
 HI cross-section
 Expect sightlines at ρ > 5kpc

Bloom et al 2002
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GRB Afterglow Spectrum
Chen et al. (2005) Rpeak ~ 15GRB 050730 (MIKE)
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GRB Afterglow Spectrum
Chen et al. (2005)
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The Experiment: H gas
Acquire spectra of GRB afterglows to study gas in the galaxy 

hosting the GRB (its interstellar medium, ISM) and gas 
between Earth and the GRB (the intergalactic medium, IGM)
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Large HI Column Densities
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their host galaxies, this approach provides the only systematic
way to directly probe the small-scale environment and conditions
of star formation at high redshift; the probability of intersecting
an individual molecular cloud in a quasar sight line is vanish-
ingly small. In the same vein, GRBs can probe the circumstellar
environment of the progenitor star itself and provide a unique
view of the mass-loss history and properties of the progenitor
(e.g., metallicity, mass, binarity). With a large statistical sample,
this is the only way to compare the properties of massive stars
and individual star-forming regions at high redshift to those in
the Milky Way and the local universe.

Over the past few years, several absorption spectra of GRB
afterglows have been obtained, revealing relatively large neutral
hydrogen column densities (most in the DLA category; e.g.,
Vreeswijk et al. 2004). The metallicity, inferred in only a few
cases, appears to be subsolar (Z ! 0:01–0.1 Z"; Vreeswijk et al.
2004; Chen et al. 2005; Starling et al. 2005a) but with a larger
dust content than in QSO-DLAs (Savaglio et al. 2003). In addi-
tion, some spectra reveal complex velocity structure, interpreted
as arising from ordered galactic rotation (Castro et al. 2003) and
in one case appearing to arise in the complex wind environment
of the progenitor star (e.g., Möller et al. 2002). These results
already suggest that GRBs probe environments that are likely
missed in the quasar surveys.

With the advent of the Swift satellite, we can now start to use
GRBs as probes of the high-redshift universe in a systematic
manner. Swift’s sensitivity and ability to rapidly and accurately
localize a large number of GRBs have resulted in a redshift dis-
tribution spanning nearly uniformly from z ! 0:5 tok6 (Berger
et al. 2005; Jakobsson et al. 2006; Kawai et al. 2005; Haislip et al.
2005). This sample is therefore well matched to the star formation
history of the universe and over time will allow us to address the
redshift evolution of star-forming environments and perhaps in-
dividual massive stars.

Along these lines, we present here an absorption spectrum
of GRB 050505, which reveals a DLA with a column density

log N (H i) ¼ 22:05$ 0:10 at a redshift of z ¼ 4:2748. This sys-
tem is currently the highest redshift GRB host for which de-
tailed information is available. The spectrum probes not only
the interstellar medium of the host galaxy but also provides in-
formation on the local environment of the burst, likely includ-
ing the wind of the progenitor star from which we are able to
draw conclusions about the nature of the star that exploded.

2. OBSERVATIONS

GRB 050505 was detected by Swift on 2005 May 5.974 UT.
The duration and fluence of the burst were 60 s and 4:1$ 0:4ð Þ ;
10'6 ergs cm'2, respectively (Hullinger et al. 2005).Observations
with the Swift X-ray telescope (XRT) started 47 minutes after
the burst and revealed an uncataloged source at! ¼ 09h27m03:s2,
" ¼ þ30)16021B5 (J2000.0) with an uncertainty of about 600 and a
flux of!2 ;10'11 ergs cm'2 s'1 (Kennea et al. 2005). No object
was detected by the Swift UV/optical telescope (UVOT) in the
first 8 hr to a limit of V > 20:35 and B > 21:04 mag, at a mean
time of 2.49 and 2.59 hr, respectively (Rosen et al. 2005).
We initiated observations of GRB 050505 with the Low

Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (LRIS) mounted on the Keck I
10 m telescope about 6.4 hr after the burst. We obtained simul-
taneous g- and I-band observations and detected an object close
to the center of the XRT error circle at ! ¼ 09h27m03:s3, " ¼
þ30)16023B7 (J2000.0), with a brightness I ¼ 20:51$ 0:05 and
g ¼ 23:67$ 0:12 mag (Fig. 1). The spectral slope between the
two bands, F# / #'4:9$0:3, is too sharp for host galaxy extinction
and instead suggests a redshift z ! 4–5.5. Contemporaneous ob-
servations with UKIRT revealed a near-IR counterpart with a
brightness of K ¼ 18:1$ 0:2 mag (Rol et al. 2005).
Following the identification of the afterglowwe used LRIS to

obtain two 900 s spectra with a 100 wide slit (Fig. 2). The spec-
tra were reduced using standard IRAF routines, while rectifica-
tion and sky subtraction were performed using the method of
Kelson (2003). Wavelength calibration was performed using
HgArNeZnCd arc lamps, and air-to-vacuum and heliocentric

Fig. 1.—Discovery image of the optical afterglow of GRB 050505 obtained
with LRIS on the Keck I 10 m telescope. The inset is a combined gþ I flux-
calibrated color image clearly showing the red color of the afterglow, which is
due to the damped Ly! absorption, the Ly! forest, and the Lyman limit ab-
sorption at k P4900 8 (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2.—Absorption spectrum of GRB 050505 obtained with LRIS on the
Keck I 10 m telescope. Observational details are given in x 2. Metal absorption
features from all three systems are shown, including lines that are blends from
both z1 and z2. We note that absorption features blueward of the damped Ly!
feature are strongly blended with the Ly! forest at the resolution of our spectrum
and their position is shown only for completeness. The inset shows a zoom-in of the
Ly! absorption. The solid line is the best fit with logN H ið Þ ¼ 22:05, and the
dashed lines designate the 1 $ uncertainty of 0.1 dex.
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spectra of exposure times 2 × 900 s with both the the 600B grat-
ing (covering 3800−5300 Å) and and the 1200R grating (cover-
ing 6100−7200 Å) both with a 1.0 arcsec wide slit. The mean
airmass was 1.036 and the observations were carried out at the
parallactic angle. The resolutions of blue- and red-arm spectra
are 1.68 and 0.82 Å, respectively.

3. Results

The spectra show absorption both at the GRB redshift of z =
4.04795±0.00020 and from two intervening systems at redshifts
z = 1.48 and z = 2.26. In the analysis presented here we focus on
the metallicity of the GRB absorption system. From a fit of the
damped Ly! line at z = 4.048, we measure a neutral hydrogen
column density of log N(H ) = 20.85 ± 0.10 (Fig. 1), well above
the definition for Damped Ly! Absorbers (DLAs, log N(H ) ≥
20.3). This value is consistent with fits to the higher order Lyman
lines in the blue MR spectrum. To derive the metal column den-
sity we use the unsaturated S  "1250, 1253, 1259 lines shown
in Fig. 1. The profile of the GRB absorption systems consists
of at least four components spread over ∼500 km s−1 in velocity
space. On the right hand side of the middle panel of Fig. 1, a
four-component fit of S  and Si * is shown. On the left hand
side, we have only fitted the redmost component at 175 km s−1

where we can derive a column density for Si , O * and O **.
We fit the lines using the FitLyman package in MIDAS; the mea-
sured column densities for all components are given in Table 1.
Note that for components 2 and 3 we fixed the turbulent broaden-
ing parameter value to 15 km s−1. Summing over the four com-
ponents of the system, we get log N(S ) = 15.21 ± 0.03 which
leads to [S/H] = −0.84 ± 0.10.

We also find log N(Si *) = 14.42 ± 0.02 and therefore
[Si */Si ] = −1.15, assuming [S/Si] = 0. In the fourth compo-
nent, we have [Si */Si ] = −0.34, which is high compared to
the ratios found in other GRB host galaxies (twice as high as the
value found for GRB 050505 by Berger et al. 2005 and 20 times
higher than the value found for GRB 030323 by Vreeswijk et al.
2004). Fine-structure levels can be populated through collisions,
photo-excitation by IR photons, and/or fluorescence (Bahcall &
Wolf 1968). Assuming that the former mechanism is dominant
(but see Berger et al. 2006; Prochaska et al. 2006), we can es-
timate the H  volume density, using the calculations by Silva
& Viegas (2002). Assuming an electron fraction ne ∼ 10−4nHI
(see Vreeswijk et al. 2004; Berger et al. 2005) and a temperature
of 1000 K, we find nHI ∼ 105 cm−3 for the fourth compo-
nent, and nHI ∼ 104 cm−3 for the mean ratio of all compo-
nents (see Fig. 8 of Silva & Viegas 2002). For the fourth com-
ponent, we can actually constrain the kinetic temperature and
volume density, as the observed ratio [O */O **] = 0.78 ± 0.17
can only be reached below 320 K (within the 1# errors), while
[Si */Si ] = −0.34± 0.11 requires a temperature above 240 K.
This temperature range corresponds to a volume density of nHI =
1−3 × 107 cm−3.

Finally, our data show the first evidence for H2 molecules
in a GRB absorber. Two consistent features are seen at the lo-
cation of the W1−0 R(0), W1−0 R(1) and W1−0 Q(1) lines
at zabs = 4.04793 (bottom panel in Fig. 1), with column den-
sities of log N(H2) ∼ 17.0 for the J = 1 rotational level, and
log N(H2) < 16.7 for J = 0. The corresponding H2 molecular
fraction is log f ∼ −3.5 with f = 2N(H2)/(2N(H2)+ N(H i)).
This is the second highest redshift at which these H2 lines have
been detected (Ledoux et al. 2006).

Fig. 1. Upper panel: section of the LR afterglow spectrum showing the
DLA line at the GRB redshift, zabs = 4.048. Overlaid is the best fitting
DLA profile, corresponding to log N(H ) = 20.85 ± 0.10. Middle panel:
fits to the O , O *, O **, Si , Si *, and S  lines in the MR spectrum.
The zero-point for the velocity scale is zabs = 4.048. Lower panel: the
likely H2 lines at the GRB redshift in the MR spectrum.

4. Discussion and conclusions

In Table 2, we have compiled metallicity measurements for z >
2 GRB absorption systems from the literature. As seen, despite
its high redshift, the GRB 060206 system has one of the highest
metallicities measured for a GRB absorption system and one of
the highest metallicities measured from QSO absorption lines at
z > 4. We also note that the metallicity of GRB 060206 is about
15 times higher than that of GRB 050730 which has a similar
redshift (z = 3.968). This shows that GRBs do not only occur
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Escape Fraction
•GRB sightlines originate 

in SF regions
✦ Trace massive stars
‣ i.e. Dominant UV sources

✦ Assume random 
orientations

•Survey GRB sightlines
✦ Measure the rate of 

optically thin sightlines

✦ Not restricted to the 
brightest galaxies at z>2

•Current results
✦ 1 sightline in 30
✦ fesc < 0.08  (95% c.l.)
✦ Dominate bright SF galaxies
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duration GRBs are believed to originate in the death of
massive stars with M > 20 M! (see Woosley & Bloom
2006 for a recent review), and are signposts of active star-
forming regions in the ISM of their host galaxies (e.g.
Bloom et al. 2002; Fruchter et al. 2006). Spectroscopic
observations of the bright optical afterglows following the
initial bursts have allowed us to measure the gas and dust
content along the sightlines toward the GRBs, based on
absorption features imprinted in the afterglow spectra
(e.g. Vreeswijk et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2005; Prochaska
et al. 2007a). These GRB sightlines together o!er a sta-
tistical sampling of the integrated optical depth to ioniz-
ing photons along random directions in the host galaxies.

The escape fraction fesc determined from the N(H I)
distribution along random sightlines in the ISM of GRB
host galaxies does not require direct detection of Lyman
continuum photons. It is not subject to systematic uncer-
tainties due to background subtraction. The fesc value is
derived based on the total gas column observed in front of
the star-forming region that hosts the GRB. It does not
depend on the spectral shape of the ultraviolet radiation
from the host galaxy or the stochastic uncertainties in the
IGM Ly! forest absorption along the lines of sight. Fi-
nally, while some GRB host galaxies are reported to have
high star formation rate, SFR ! 100 M!, (c.f. Berger
et al. 2003; Le Floc’h et al. 2006), growing evidence in-
dicates that the majority are sub-L" galaxies (e.g. Le
Floc’h et al. 2003; Sollerman et al. 2005; Fruchter et al.
2006). Our study therefore o!ers the first constraint on
fesc for low-mass galaxies at z > 2.

2. THE SAMPLE OF GRBS AT Z ! 2

To obtain an accurate estimate of the mean escape
fraction of ionizing photons along GRB sightlines, we
first compile a sample of GRBs that are confirmed at
z ! 2. We focus our analysis on bursts at zGRB ! 2
for two main reasons. First, it minimizes the ambiguity
between an optically thin sightline and a low-redshift in-
terloper. The z > 2 IGM will imprint its signature on an
optical spectrum via the Ly! forest and metal-line ab-
sorption features. Therefore, an afterlow that exhibits a
featurless spectrum is most likely at zGRB < 2. Second,
measurements of N(H I) from the absorption profiles of
Ly! and Lyman series allow us to directly evaluate the
optical depth at the Lyman limit frequency "LL.

Table 1 lists 40 spectroscopically confirmed GRBs at
zGRB ! 2. In addition to the redshift of each source, we
also list the isotropic equivalent energy release in #-ray
photons (Eiso), the observed N(H I) if available, a flag
f! to indicate whether the afterglow spectrum covers the
redshifted Ly! transition (’0’ means no coverage and ’1’
means Ly! coverage), and a flag fi to indicate whether
metal-line features due to low ions such Si II or C II are
present. Four of the GRBs do not have spectral cover-
age of the Ly! transition from the host, but the presence
of low ions (fi) indicate that the gas is consistent with
being optically thick. To exhibit strong low-ion absorp-
tion, an optically thin gas would need to have very high
density (to maintain a non-negligible neutral fraction)
and super-solar metallicity, both of which are very un-
likely. Nine sources do not have published N(H I). In the
subsequent analysis, we consider only those 28 sightlines
with published N(H I) values as our main sample, and
assume that the remaining 13 sources with no available

Fig. 1.— Cumulative distribution of neutral hydrogen column
density F [< N(H I)] observed in the host galaxies of long-duration
GRBs at z ! 2 (solid histogram). The shaded area shows the
1-! uncertainties evaluated using a bootstrap re-sampling method
that accounts for both N(H I) measurement uncertainties and sam-
pling errors. The dash-dotted line represents the best-fit power-law
model described in § 3. The dotted curve respresents the predicted
distribution from Gnedin, Kravtsov, & Chen (2007).

N(H I) measurements share the same distribution as the
main sample. This is justified based on the similar zGRB

and Eiso distributions between GRB sightlines with and
without known N(H I) measurements.

Figure 1 presents the cumulative N(H I) distribution,
F [< N(H I)] from the main sample of 28 GRB host galax-
ies, together with the 1-$ uncertainties determined based
on a bootstrap re-sampling method. Specifically, we es-
tablish a simulated sample of 28 sightlines from random
sampling of the main sample, allowing duplications of
individual sightlines. Then, we evaluate the cumulative
N(H I) distribution of the simulated sample. We repeat
the procedure 10,000 times to determine the 68% scatter
of F around the mean value in each N(H I) bin.

3. THE METHOD

The optical depth of Lyman limit photons along in-
dividual lines of sight is determined according to "LL =
$LL!N(H I), where $LL = 6.28!10#18 cm2 is the photo-
ionization cross section of hydrogen atoms. In principle,
considering a sample of random sightlines from the star-
forming regions in a galaxy together yields an estimate
of the optical depth averaged over all viewing angles. In
practice, we consider an ensemble of random sightlines
toward GRBs in distant star-forming galaxies. The mean
escape fraction of Lyman limit photons averaged over all
directions is evaluated according to

"fesc# =
1

n

i=n!
i=1

exp[$$LL Ni(H I)], (1)

where the sum extends over the total number of n GRB
sightlines in the sample. For our main sample presented
in Figure 1, we find n = 28 and Equation (1) yields
"fesc# = 0.02 ± 0.02. The error is estimated using the
bootstrap re-sampling method described in § 2 and rep-

2 Chen et al.

duration GRBs are believed to originate in the death of
massive stars with M > 20 M! (see Woosley & Bloom
2006 for a recent review), and are signposts of active star-
forming regions in the ISM of their host galaxies (e.g.
Bloom et al. 2002; Fruchter et al. 2006). Spectroscopic
observations of the bright optical afterglows following the
initial bursts have allowed us to measure the gas and dust
content along the sightlines toward the GRBs, based on
absorption features imprinted in the afterglow spectra
(e.g. Vreeswijk et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2005; Prochaska
et al. 2007a). These GRB sightlines together o!er a sta-
tistical sampling of the integrated optical depth to ioniz-
ing photons along random directions in the host galaxies.

The escape fraction fesc determined from the N(H I)
distribution along random sightlines in the ISM of GRB
host galaxies does not require direct detection of Lyman
continuum photons. It is not subject to systematic uncer-
tainties due to background subtraction. The fesc value is
derived based on the total gas column observed in front of
the star-forming region that hosts the GRB. It does not
depend on the spectral shape of the ultraviolet radiation
from the host galaxy or the stochastic uncertainties in the
IGM Ly! forest absorption along the lines of sight. Fi-
nally, while some GRB host galaxies are reported to have
high star formation rate, SFR ! 100 M!, (c.f. Berger
et al. 2003; Le Floc’h et al. 2006), growing evidence in-
dicates that the majority are sub-L" galaxies (e.g. Le
Floc’h et al. 2003; Sollerman et al. 2005; Fruchter et al.
2006). Our study therefore o!ers the first constraint on
fesc for low-mass galaxies at z > 2.

2. THE SAMPLE OF GRBS AT Z ! 2

To obtain an accurate estimate of the mean escape
fraction of ionizing photons along GRB sightlines, we
first compile a sample of GRBs that are confirmed at
z ! 2. We focus our analysis on bursts at zGRB ! 2
for two main reasons. First, it minimizes the ambiguity
between an optically thin sightline and a low-redshift in-
terloper. The z > 2 IGM will imprint its signature on an
optical spectrum via the Ly! forest and metal-line ab-
sorption features. Therefore, an afterlow that exhibits a
featurless spectrum is most likely at zGRB < 2. Second,
measurements of N(H I) from the absorption profiles of
Ly! and Lyman series allow us to directly evaluate the
optical depth at the Lyman limit frequency "LL.

Table 1 lists 40 spectroscopically confirmed GRBs at
zGRB ! 2. In addition to the redshift of each source, we
also list the isotropic equivalent energy release in #-ray
photons (Eiso), the observed N(H I) if available, a flag
fα to indicate whether the afterglow spectrum covers the
redshifted Ly! transition (’0’ means no coverage and ’1’
means Ly! coverage), and a flag fi to indicate whether
metal-line features due to low ions such Si II or C II are
present. Four of the GRBs do not have spectral cover-
age of the Ly! transition from the host, but the presence
of low ions (fi) indicate that the gas is consistent with
being optically thick. To exhibit strong low-ion absorp-
tion, an optically thin gas would need to have very high
density (to maintain a non-negligible neutral fraction)
and super-solar metallicity, both of which are very un-
likely. Nine sources do not have published N(H I). In the
subsequent analysis, we consider only those 28 sightlines
with published N(H I) values as our main sample, and
assume that the remaining 13 sources with no available

Fig. 1.— Cumulative distribution of neutral hydrogen column
density F [< N(H I)] observed in the host galaxies of long-duration
GRBs at z ≥ 2 (solid histogram). The shaded area shows the
1-! uncertainties evaluated using a bootstrap re-sampling method
that accounts for both N(H I) measurement uncertainties and sam-
pling errors. The dash-dotted line represents the best-fit power-law
model described in § 3. The dotted curve respresents the predicted
distribution from Gnedin, Kravtsov, & Chen (2007).

N(H I) measurements share the same distribution as the
main sample. This is justified based on the similar zGRB

and Eiso distributions between GRB sightlines with and
without known N(H I) measurements.

Figure 1 presents the cumulative N(H I) distribution,
F [< N(H I)] from the main sample of 28 GRB host galax-
ies, together with the 1-$ uncertainties determined based
on a bootstrap re-sampling method. Specifically, we es-
tablish a simulated sample of 28 sightlines from random
sampling of the main sample, allowing duplications of
individual sightlines. Then, we evaluate the cumulative
N(H I) distribution of the simulated sample. We repeat
the procedure 10,000 times to determine the 68% scatter
of F around the mean value in each N(H I) bin.

3. THE METHOD

The optical depth of Lyman limit photons along in-
dividual lines of sight is determined according to "LL =
$LL!N(H I), where $LL = 6.28!10#18 cm2 is the photo-
ionization cross section of hydrogen atoms. In principle,
considering a sample of random sightlines from the star-
forming regions in a galaxy together yields an estimate
of the optical depth averaged over all viewing angles. In
practice, we consider an ensemble of random sightlines
toward GRBs in distant star-forming galaxies. The mean
escape fraction of Lyman limit photons averaged over all
directions is evaluated according to

"fesc# =
1

n

i=n!
i=1

exp[$$LL Ni(H I)], (1)

where the sum extends over the total number of n GRB
sightlines in the sample. For our main sample presented
in Figure 1, we find n = 28 and Equation (1) yields
"fesc# = 0.02 ± 0.02. The error is estimated using the
bootstrap re-sampling method described in § 2 and rep-

Chen, Prochaska, & Gnedin (2007)



H2 in SF Galaxies?

•Massive stars 
✦ Observed to form in 

H2 clouds locally
✦ Chicken/egg:  

Unclear if H2 is 
required or a by-
product

•UV Spectroscopy
✦ Lyman-werner bands
‣ Most sensitive probe of 

H2 for astronomers
‣ Requires high-

resolution, blue data
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H2 ‘Survey’

•Results
✦ 5 GRBs at z>2
✦ No H2

‣ Not even a trace
‣ f(H2) < 10-6

•ISM properties
✦ Large HI column
✦ Modest metallicity
✦ Modest dust-to-gas

•SMC+LMC
✦ Similar ISM and H2

Tumlinson et al. (2007)
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Fig. 1.— Line-profiles for the strongest undetectable H2 transition and a pair of low-ion transitions which help gauge the metallicity and
depletion level of the gas. The H2 transitions vary from case to case based on which was least contaminated by extraneous absorption. We
show the data for these GRB-DLA: (a) 0303023, (b) 050730, (c) 050820, (d) 050922C.

TABLE 1
Data Summary

GRB zGRB log NHI [M/H]a [M/Fe] Strong Mgb Exc. Feb log fc
H2

log N(H!

2
)d Ref.

030323 3.3720 21.90 > !0.87 >1.53 Y N < !6.5 < 13.9 1
050730 3.9686 22.15 !2.26 0.25 ? Y < !7.1 < 13.6 2, 3
050820 2.6147 21.00 !0.63 0.97 N N < !6.5 < 12.9 3

050922C 2.1990 21.60 !2.03 0.75 W Y < !6.8 < 13.5 4
060206 4.0480 20.85 !0.85 · · · ? ? < !3.6 · · · 5

References. — 1: Vreeswijk et al. (2004); 2: Chen et al. (2005); 3: Prochaska et al. (2007a); 4:
Piranomonte et al. (2007); 5: Fynbo et al. (2006)
aMetallicity derived from Si, S, or Zn abundance (see Prochaska et al. 2007a).
bSee Prochaska et al. (2006).
cWith the exception of 060206, the values represent 4! statistical upper limits.
dUpper limit (4!) based on non-detection of either L0-3P(1) at 1276.82 Å or L0-3R(2) at 1276.33 Å (see

Draine & Hao 2002).

1982 for a review of the molecular physics). Approxi-
mately 11% of photoabsorptions in these bands are fol-
lowed by decay to the vibrational continuum and disso-
ciation of the molecule. Because it forms on the sur-
faces of dust grains the formation rate of H2 is directly
proportional to the local dust-to-gas ratio. The balance
of these formation and destruction processes determines
the molecular fraction of H2, fH2 = 2N(H2)/[N(HI) +

2N(H2)]. Thus a measurement of fH2 and relative pop-
ulations in the various rotational levels of the ground
vibrational state can serve as sensitive diagnostics of
local physical conditions such as density, temperature,
and ambient FUV radiation field (T02; Browning et
al. 2003; Srianand et al. 2005; Noterdaeme et al. 2007).
For galaxies at z > 2, the LW bands are redshifted into
the range of ground-based optical telescopes and can be



Implications from Absence of H2 

•Results
✦ 5 GRBs at z>2
✦ No H2:  
‣ Not even a trace
‣ f(H2) < 10-6

•Implications
✦ H2 cloud hosting the 

GRB was destroyed 
prior to the burst
‣ PDR together with HII 

region
✦ H2 formation is 

suppressed in ISM
‣ Intense FUV field
‣ O+B stars related to the 

star-forming region?

Tumlinson et al. (2007)



The Experiment
Acquire spectra of GRB afterglows to study gas in the galaxy 

hosting the GRB (its interstellar medium, ISM) and gas 
between Earth and the GRB (the intergalactic medium, IGM)

10-100pc <10pc10-100kpc 0.1-10kpc1-1000 Mpc

IGM

GRB

CSMHII Region
H2 cloud

ISMHalo gas

Keep in Mind:  One measures directly the velocity of 
the gas, not its distance.  Therefore, all of these 

regions are potentially mixed together in our spectrum
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Metal-line Transitions

•Very strong lines
✦ Follows from large NHI

✦ Echelle data preferred

•Distance diagnostics
✦ MgI:  Atomic Mg
✦ FeII*: Fine-structure lines

•Metal abundances
✦ Unsaturated resonance
✦ Low-ion transitions
✦ Dust depletion, too

•HII Regions, CSM?
✦ High-ion states
✦ Could be halo/ISM gas
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Metal-line Transitions

•Very strong lines
✦ Follows from large NHI

✦ Echelle data preferred

•Distance diagnostics
✦ MgI:  Atomic Mg
✦ FeII*: Fine-structure lines

•Metal abundances
✦ Unsaturated resonance
✦ Low-ion transitions
✦ Dust depletion, too

•HII Regions, CSM?
✦ High-ion states
✦ Could be halo/ISM gas
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MgI Detection
•Very large Mg0 column
✦ Detected in several 

transitions
✦ N(Mg0) = 1014.7 cm-2

• IP(Mg0) = 7.7 eV
✦ The galaxy is optically 

thin at this energy
✦ Caveat: Dust

•At r=50pc, 99.99% of MgI 
is ionized in <1000s
✦ Generic result for GRB
✦ Detection of MgI places 

the neutral gas at >50pc
✦ variations in N(Mg0)?
‣ None found:  r>80pc
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Fine-structure is ubiquitous
– 34 –

Table 3. Constraints on Circumburst Distances of Observed Neutral Gas

GRB z ! " Ref log La
ν rb

MgI rc
excite

(cgs) (pc) (pc)

010222 1.477 0.80 0.89 1 31.39 40 190
020813 1.254 0.85 0.92 2 31.09 30 140
021004 2.328 1.05 1.05 3 32.21 140 620
030323 3.372 1.56 0.89 4 32.85 540 2330
030329 0.169 1.10 1.00 5 31.38 60 250
050408 1.236 0.79 1.30 6 29.93 10 40
050730 3.969 0.30 1.80 7 32.16 70 340
050820 2.615 0.95 1.00 8 31.97 100 430
051111 1.549 0.87 0.60 9 31.32 40 180
060206 4.048 1.01 0.51 10 32.41 170 730

aSpecific luminosity of the GRB afterglow at t = 1000s for # =
8eV/h.

bRadius from the GRB afterglow where 99.99% of Mg0 atoms
would be ionized.

cApproximate radius where a column of 1014 cm!2 Si+ ions
would experience one excitation per minute per ion.

Note. — We caution that the values listed in this Table should
be considered rough estimates of the light curves. The flux of
the GRB observed at Earth is given by Fν = (Lν/4$d2

L/[1 +
z])(t/1000)α(#/1.7 ! 1015Hz)β . We have not corrected for the
fluxes for dust extinction in the host galaxy.

References. — 1: Mirabal et al. (2002); 2: Barth et al. (2003);
3: Mirabal et al. (2003); 4: Vreeswijk et al. (2004); 5: Lipkin et

al. (2004); 6: Foley et al. (2005); 7: Chen et al. (2005); 8: Cenko
& Fox (2005); 9: Butler et al. (2006); 10: Perley et al. (2006)

2 J. P. U. Fynbo et al.: Probing Cosmic Chemical Evolution with Gamma-Ray Bursts

pared to previous missions. Moreover, its significantly deeper
detection limit (e.g., Band 2006) means that Swift detects more
distant bursts than previous missions (Jakobsson et al. 2006).

In this Letter we present optical spectroscopy of
GRB060206, focussing on the measurement of the metallicity
of the GRB absorption system, the density in the circumburst
environment and the presence of molecules. We then discuss
how GRBs are important for understanding the build-up and
distribution of metals in galaxies (e.g., Pei & Fall 1995), which
is currently not fully understood (e.g., Ferrara et al. 2005).

2. Observations

GRB060206 was discovered by the Burst Alert Telescope
(BAT) aboard the Swift satellite on February 6 04:46:53 UT.
The burst exhibited a slow rise and a faster decline, with a
T90 of 7 ± 2 s (Palmer et al. 2006). The X-ray Telescope
(XRT) slewed promptly to the location and began taking data
at !t = 58 s, where !t is the time from the onset of the burst.
Due to entry into the South Atlantic Anomaly, XRT could only
observe the BAT error circle briefly, and therefore no fading
X-ray source was immediately localised (Morris et al. 2006a).
Observations with the UV/Optical Telescope (UVOT) began at
!t = 57 s but failed to reveal an optical afterglow (OA) candi-
date in the initial data products (Morris et al. 2006a).

We observed the GRB060206 BAT error circle in the
R-band with the Andalucı́a Faint Object Spectrograph and
Camera (ALFOSC) on the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT)
starting at !t ≈ 15min. A point-like object (R ∼ 17.3) not
present in the Digitized Sky Survey was detected. The detec-
tion was confirmed by re-analysis of the XRT and UVOT data
(Boyd et al. 2006; Morris et al. 2006b).

Starting at !t ≈ 48min we obtained a 1800 s spectrumwith
a low resolution (LR) grism and a 1.3 arcsec wide slit covering
the spectral range from about 3500 Å to 9000 Å at a resolution
of 14 Å. The airmass during the spectroscopic observation was
very low, starting at 1.01. We also obtained medium resolu-
tion (MR) spectroscopic data with the Intermediate-dispersion
Spectroscopic and Imaging System (ISIS) on the William
Herschel Telescope (WHT) at !t = 1.61 hours. We took spec-
tra of exposure times 2×900 s with both the the 600B grating
(covering 3800–5300 Å) and and the 1200R grating (covering
6100–7200 Å) both with a 1.0 arcsec wide slit. The mean air-
mass was 1.036 and the observations were carried out at the
parallactic angle. The resolutions of blue- and red-arm spectra
are 1.68 and 0.82 Å, respectively.

3. Results

The spectra show absorption both at the GRB redshift of z =
4.04795 ± 0.00020 and from two intervening systems at red-
shifts z = 1.48 and z = 2.26. In the analysis presented here
we focus on the metallicity of the GRB absorption system.
From a fit of the damped Ly! line at z = 4.048, we measure a
neutral hydrogen column density of logN(H !) = 20.85 ± 0.10
(Fig. 1), well above the definition for Damped Ly! Absorbers
(DLAs, logN(H !) ≥ 20.3). This value is consistent with fits
to the higher order Lyman lines in the blue MR spectrum. To

Fig. 1. Upper panel: Section of the LR afterglow spectrum
showing the DLA line at the GRB redshift, zabs = 4.048.
Overlaid is the best fitting DLA profile, corresponding to
logN(H !) = 20.85 ± 0.10. Middle panel: Fits to the O !, O !*,
O !**, Si !!, Si !!*, and S !! lines in the MR spectrum. The zero-
point for the velocity scale is zabs = 4.048. Lower panel: The
likely H2 lines at the GRB redshift in the MR spectrum.

derive the metal column density we use the unsaturated S !!
"1250, 1253, 1259 lines shown in Fig. 1. The profile of the
GRB absorption systems consists of at least four components
spread over ∼500 km s−1 in velocity space. On the right hand
side of the middle panel of Fig. 1, a four-component fit of S II
and Si II* is shown. On the left hand side, we have only fitted
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(although less certain than) the one derived by profile fitting
(log NFe II ! 15:48 " 0:04 and b ! 62 " 1). Using the appar-
ent optical depth method, which gives reliable results when the
line profile is not known, we obtain log NFe II ’ 15:47, in
agreement with the profile-fitting result.

In Figure 3 we show the profile fits for Zn ii, Cr ii, and Mg i.
The Mg i k2026 line marginally contaminates Zn ii k2026 and
is constrained by Mg i k2852 at k ! 6433:4 8. The Doppler

parameter b for Zn ii and Cr ii is very uncertain and thus has been
assumed to be the same as for Fe ii. Changing b by "15 km s#1

does not have a significant effect on the column densities. In
general, the column densities of lines with small equivalent
widths depend only weakly on the Doppler parameter. Figure 4
shows, in velocity space, the best-fit Si ii profiles. Although the
Si ii k1526 line is contaminated by the z ! 1:224 C iv kk1548,
1550 doublet, the fit is well constrained by the blue side of the
line and by the Si ii k1808 absorption.

In Figure 5, we show four weak (Wr < 0:2 8) Ni ii lines,
not identified by Barth et al. (2003), together with the best-fit

Fig. 2.—Absorption lines of Fe ii in the GRB-DLA at z ! 1:255 (at
0 km s#1) and of the intervening system at z ! 1:224 (at #4200 km s#1) and
their best-fit absorption profiles (smooth lines). Nine Fe ii absorption lines are
detected in the GRB-DLA, allowing a good determination of the column
density (logNFe II ! 15:48 " 0:04). In the top panel we also show the best-fit
Mn ii triplet absorption (logNMn II ! 13:62 " 0:03). [See the electronic edi-
tion of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 3.—Absorption lines of Zn ii and Cr ii. The smooth line is the best-fit
absorption profile with logNZn II ! 13:53 and logNCr II ! 13:95. The Doppler
parameter is assumed to be the same as in Fe ii (b ! 62 km s#1). If the Doppler
parameter is changed by "15 km s#1, the best-fit Cr ii and Zn ii column
densities change by "0.01 and "0.02 dex, respectively. The contamination of
the Zn ii k2026 line by Mg i k2026 is taken into account and has been derived
using the Mg i k2852 line fit (log NMg I ! 13:26). The Cr ii k2026 absorption
(not marked) is negligible. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color
version of this figure.]

Fig. 4.—Absorption lines of Si ii (log NSi II ! 16:29). The smooth line in
the bottom panel also includes the best-fit absorption profiles for the fine-
structure Si ii* k1533 absorption and the C iv doublet of the intervening
system at z ! 1:224. We obtain a good fit to the Si ii column density thanks
to the isolated Si ii k1808 absorption and the uncontaminated blue side of the
Si ii k1526 absorption (dashed line). [See the electronic edition of the Journal
for a color version of this figure.]
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Fig. 1.— Velocity profiles for transitions arising from gas in the host galaxy of GRB 051111.

The vertical dashed line at v = 0 corresponds to z = 1.5495 and the dotted lines indicate
blends with coincident transitions.
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GRB 050730. The vertical dashed line at v = 0 corresponds to z = 3.96855 and the dotted
lines indicate blends with coincident transitions.
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above and assuming a hydrogen ionization fraction of 0.1, we obtain
the physical depth of the absorbing system to be 0.4 pc with an
uncertainty of a factor of,10, reflecting the statistical errors and the
possible temperature range. These fine-structure lines have been
found in GRB afterglow spectra18–20, whereas they have never been
clearly detected in quasar damped Lya systems18. This is consistent
with a local origin for the absorption such as a metal-enriched
molecular cloud in the star-forming region or a densemetal-enriched
shell nebula swept-up by a progenitor wind prior to the GRB onset
suggested for GRB 021004 (refs 21, 22) and GRB 030226 (ref. 23).
The column density of C II is also consistent with the calculation for a
carbon-rich Wolf–Rayet wind24.
As shown in Fig. 1, the Lya cut-off exhibits the signature of a

damping wing redward of the Lya wavelength. To our knowledge,
this is the first detection of significant neutral hydrogen absorption at

z* 6; allowing us to explore the distribution of neutral hydrogen in
the vicinity of a GRB, in the host galaxy, and/or in intergalactic space
at very high redshifts. Such a study is difficult with high-z quasars
owing to their enormous ultraviolet flux, which ionizes the sur-
rounding environment, and owing to the presence of a strong Lya
emission line.
There are two possibilities for the nature of the absorber. It may be

a damped Lya system associated with the host galaxy, which has been
observed in the afterglows of several GRBs at lower redshifts18–20. The
other possibility is the neutral hydrogen in the intergalactic medium
(IGM) left over from the pre-reionization era2. If the latter is the case,
we can now measure the neutral fraction of the IGM at z * 6, giving
important information on the reionization history of the Universe.
We find that the wing shape can be reproduced either by a damped
Lya system (see inset of Fig. 1) or by the IGM. A comprehensive

Table 1 | Absorption lines detected in the spectrum of the optical afterglow of GRB 050904

Observed wavelength (Å) Equivalent width (Å) Column density log (cm22) Line identification (element, Å) Redshift, z

9,041.0 ^ 0.8 4.5 ^ 1.0 14:44!0:14
20:16 C IV, l " 1,548.2 4.840 ^ 0.001
– (N V, l " 1,238.8) (6.298 ^ 0.001)

9,055.9 ^ 1.7 1.7 ^ 1.0 14:21!0:25
20:46 C IV, l " 1,550.8 4.840 ^ 0.001
– (N V, l " 1,242.8) (6.287 ^ 0.001)

9,146.4 ^ 1.8 3.8 ^ 1.1 15:60!0:14
20:17 S II, l " 1,253.8 6.295 ^ 0.001

9,188.7 ^ 2.6 6.1 ^ 3.7 16:20!1:87
20:92 S II, l " 1,259.5 6.295 ^ 0.002

9,195.9 ^ 1.2 8.3 ^ 2.7 14:29!0:57
20:39 Si II, l " 1,260.4 6.296 ^ 0.001

9,225.8 ^ 1.8 3.9 ^ 1.1 13:63!0:13
20:16 Si II*, l " 1,264.7 6.295 ^ 0.001

9,499.1 ^ 0.9 10.3 ^ 1.9 15:85!0:39
20:28 O I, l " 1,302.2 6.295 ^ 0.001

9,737.2 ^ 1.1 12.3 ^ 2.4 15:41!0:30
20:26 C II, l " 1,334.5 6.296 ^ 0.001

The wavelengths and equivalent widths were derived by fitting a single gaussian. The column densities of lines were estimated by the standard curve of growth analysis25. The equivalent
widths in the table are observed ones, that is, not converted to the rest-frame. The quoted uncertainties are 1j statistical errors. Most of the absorption lines are consistent with being at a
single redshift of z " 6.295 ^ 0.002 within the statistical uncertainties. The absorption lines at l " 9,041.0 Å and 9,055.9 Å could be identified as N V l " 1,238.8 Å, l " 1,242.8 Å, if they are
at a redshift similar to that of the other absorption lines. However, the derived redshifts of these two lines are significantly inconsistent with each other. Another possible identification is C IV

l " 1,548.2 Å, l " 1,550.8 Å in an intervening system at z " 4.840, which we think is more likely.

Figure 1 | The spectrum of the afterglow of GRB 050904. It covers the
wavelengths 7,000–10,000 Åwith a resolution R " l/Dl < 1,000 at 9,000 Å.
It was takenwith Subaru/FOCAS atmid-epoch on 7 September, 12:05 UT, 3.4
days after the burst, for a total exposure of 4.0 hours. The abscissa is the
observed wavelength converted to that in vacuum. The spectrum is
smoothed to a resolution R " l/Dl < 600 at 9,000 Å. The locations of the
identified absorption lines (see Table 1) at z " 4.840 and z " 6.295, as well as
the wavelengths of Lya and Lyb at z " 6.295, are shown with vertical dotted
lines. The one-sigma errors are shownwith an offset of21.0 at the bottomof

the panel. In the inset, the solid line shows a model for the damping wing of
Lya absorption with a neutral hydrogen column density log[NHI

(cm22)] " 21.3 at a redshift of z " 6.3, overlaid on the observed spectrum in
the wavelength range of 8,700–9,500 Å. The dotted line indicates the
unabsorbed continuummodel following a power-law (fn / n21) function as
typically observed for GRB afterglows. We note that only the red wing is
relevant to the fit, because the emission blueward of Lya is absorbed by the
IGM.
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Fine-Structure Excitation

•Indirect pumping
✦ UV transition to upper level
✦ Cascade down to excited state
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✦ Absent altogether?
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Fig. 1.—(a) Full-resolution UVES spectrum of the GRB 020813 afterglow
(thin curve) with its 1 j error spectrum (dotted curve) acquired !20.8 hr after
the burst and overplotted on the low-resolution LRIS spectrum (thick curve)
obtained only !4.7 hr after the burst. The UVES high-resolution spectrum
reveals a complex profile for the resonance metal lines, as illustrated on the
zoom showing the Fe ii l2374 and Fe ii l2382 lines in velocity space with
the zero referring to . The profile is characterized by two mainz p 1.2545
clumps separated by about 110 km s and a third minor one observed only!1

in the strongest transitions blueshifted by "200 km s (see the dashed lines).!1

These clumps are not resolved at the resolution of the LRIS spectrum.
(b) Rebinned and smoothed UVES spectrum (thin curve) to the spectral res-
olution of the LRIS spectrum (thick curve) with its corresponding 1 j error
spectrum (dotted curve). The dashed lines correspond to the central positions
of Fe ii l2374, Fe ii l2382, and the excited line Fe ii l2396, respectively.
Fe ii l2396 is clearly detected in the epoch 1 LRIS spectrum but is not observed
in the epoch 2 UVES spectrum (see Table 1 for the rest-frame equivalent width
measurements). [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version
of this figure.]

Fe ii states in the GRB host ISM, lending strong support for
the indirect UV pumping scenario as the primary excitation
mechanism of this gas.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

GRB 020813 was detected by the High Energy Transient
Explorer 2 (HETE-2) at 2:44 UT on 2002 August 13 (Villasenor
et al. 2002; Fox et al. 2002). Two sets of spectroscopic obser-
vations were obtained for the optical afterglow: spectropolari-
metry with the Low Resolution Imaging Spectrograph (LRIS;
Oke et al. 1995; Goodrich 1995) on the Keck I telescope and
echelle spectroscopy with the UV-Visual Echelle Spectrograph
(UVES; D’Odorico et al. 2000) on the VLT Kueyen ESO tele-
scope. The epoch 1 LRIS data were acquired on 2002 August
13, starting at 7:23 UT (Barth et al. 2003) and spanning 3 hr in
duration. The brightness of the GRB at 4.7 hr after the burst was

. The observed spectral range is ˚R ! 18.4 l p 3200–9400 A
with a wavelength scale of 1.09 pixel in the blue half and!1Å
1.86 pixel in the red half. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)!1Å
per pixel achieved by combining the twelve 15 minute exposures
is very good, .S/N p 50–100
The epoch 2 UVES data were acquired on 2002 August 13,

starting at 23:32 UT 16.1 hr after the start of the LRIS obser-
vations and spanning roughly 2.1 hr in duration (Fiore et al.
2005). The brightness of the GRB was then . TwoR ! 20.4
exposure times of 2300 and 3600 s were obtained with the
dichroic 1, B346"R580, and one exposure of 1800 s with the
dichroic 2, B437"R860. We reduced these spectra, available
in the ESO Science Archive (program ID 69.A-0516), using
the ESO data reduction package MIDAS and the UVES pipe-
line in an interactive mode. A detailed description of the pipe-
line can be found in Ballester et al. (2000). To optimize the
results, we made a systematic check of each step of the pipeline
reduction. Individual exposure spectra were weighted by their
S/N ratios and co-added to form a final stacked spectrum. The
resulting UVES high-resolution spectrum extends from 4800
to 6800 and has a wavelength scale of 0.029 pixel in!1˚ ˚A A
the blue half and 0.035 pixel in the red half. The achieved!1Å
S/N per pixel is low, (the S/N is even poorer atS/N p 4–5

).˚ ˚4800 A 1 l 1 6800 A

3. TEMPORAL VARIATION

Barth et al. (2003) identified two absorption systems on the
GRB 020813 line of sight at and 1.224, with thez p 1.255
former being associated with the host galaxy of the GRB. Sav-
aglio & Fall (2004) performed a detailed abundance analysis of
the GRB 020813 host ISM. They obtained the column density
measurements of numerous ions detected in the LRIS spectrum:
C i, Mg ii, Mg i, Al ii, Si ii, Ti ii, Cr ii, Mn ii, Fe ii, Ni ii, Zn
ii, and Ca ii. The high-resolution UVES spectrum was analyzed
by Fiore et al. (2005), where only the Mg ii, Mg i, and Fe ii
ions are accessible. The resolved resonance line profiles in the
UVES spectrum show a complex velocity structure with two
main clumps separated by about 110 km s and a third minor!1

clump observed only in the strongest transitions blueshifted by
"200 km s (see Fig. 1 in this paper and Fig. 10 in Fiore et al.!1

2005). These clumps appear blended at the resolution of the
LRIS spectrum.
An emerging feature of GRB environments is the presence

of excited state transitions (Vreeswijk et al. 2004; Chen et al.
2005; Berger et al. 2006; Prochaska et al. 2006b). For the host
of GRB 020813, only the detection of the excited Si ii l1533

( ) transition was reported so far (Savaglio & Fall 2004).J p 3/2
We show, in addition, that the excited Fe ii l2396 ( )J p 7/2
transition, the strongest of all from the state (i.e., withJ p 7/2
the highest product), is detected. We report in Table 1 thelf
measurements and upper limits for the rest-frame equivalent
widths of various transitions from the state that areJ p 7/2
covered by both LRIS and UVES spectra. We note that the
Fe ii l2396 line is clearly detected in the LRIS spectrum with
a rest-frame equivalent width of , while the other˚0.32! 0.06 A
three excited Fe lines are only marginally detected (we provide"

2 j upper limits).
We searched for these Fe excited state transitions in the"

epoch 2 UVES spectrum [the Si ii l1533 ( ) line is notJ p 3/2
covered by the UVES spectrum]. In contrast, the Fe ii l2396
line, which is well detected in the epoch 1 LRIS spectrum, is
not present in the epoch 2 UVES spectrum. This is illustrated
in Figure 1a with the full resolution UVES spectrum and Fig-
ure 1b with the UVES spectrum smoothed and rebinned to the

Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. (2006)
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more likely to be absorbed. For the levels mentioned above,
this makes the transition from the ground state to 4D7/2

a factor of (7955/385)3 ! 9000 less likely, while the di!er-
ence in the observed column density is only a factor of 10.
Had we only observed the variation of the fine-structure
levels of the ground state, and not the levels 4F9/2 and
4D7/2, we would have not been able to reject the IR ex-
citation model with such high confidence, as merely con-
sidering those levels results in an excellent fit to the data,
with !2

!(IR5levels) = 11.0/(20 " 3) = 0.65. Prochaska et al.
(2006b) rejected the IR excitation scenario on the basis
that IR pumping is negligible at the distance limit set by
the detection of Mg I in their spectra (which assumes that
Mg I and the excited material is at the same location, which
need not be the case; see also Sect. 6), combined with the
observation that UV pumping is dominant at any given dis-
tance from the GRB, in the absence of severe extinction.
Although these arguments are strong, they are not as con-
clusive as our modeling results.

5.2.2. UV pumping

After rejection of collisional and IR excitation, we now con-
sider the UV pumping scenario. In the UV model calcula-
tions we consider 20 lower and 456 higher excited levels of
Fe II. The resulting fit is shown in the top panel of Fig. 8.
The best-fit values for the fit parameters are as follows:
log N(Fe II ground state)=14.75±0.06, d = 1.68±0.18 kpc,
" ="0.44+0.64

!1.05, t0 = 74± 11 s, and b = 25± 3 km s!1, and
a chi-square of !2

!(UV " Fe II) = 26.2/(31 " 5) = 1.01.
Next, we also model the evolution of the Ni II 4F9/2 level,
using 17 lower and 334 higher levels of Ni II. We fix all
parameters in the Ni II fit to the best-fit values of the Fe II
fit, except for the Ni II ground state column density. The
resulting fit is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 8. The
reduced chi-square is !2

!(UV " Ni II) = 5.7/(5 " 1) = 1.4,
and the best-fit Ni II column density is log N(Ni II ground
state)=13.84 ± 0.02. When fixing just the spectral slope
and b parameter to those of the Fe II fit value, the chi-
square becomes !2

!(UV " Ni II) = 0.47/(5"3) = 0.24, with
best-fit parameters: log N(Ni II ground state)=13.76±0.18,
d = 1.76 ± 0.93 kpc, and t0 = 30 ± 52 s.

From Figs. 4 and 5, it is straightforward to see why
the levels Fe II 4F9/2 and Ni II 4F9/2 increase with time
in the UV pumping scenario. The route to these levels is
rather quick: one out of every 5000 photons at 2600 Å will
bring the ion to this excited level. We note that the higher
excited level shown in Fig. 4 is just one out of many levels
that allow population of the 4F9/2 level through absorption
of a UV photon, followed by spontaneous decay. Once in
this level, it takes 1/9.2#10!5 = 3 hours for the ion to
decay to the Fe II ground state; this is longer than the time
that our last spectrum was taken (1 hour in the rest frame),
and explains why this level continues to rise in Fig. 8. Ni II
4F9/2 is even easier to populate through the absorption of
UV photons, and will take a longer time to decay to the
Ni II ground state: 37 hours. Transitions arising from this
Ni II 4F9/2 level are therefore excellent probes of the UV
pumping mechanism, as they can be observed up to a long
time after the GRB. In fact, although we were the first to
notice them, these lines should also be present in the spectra
of GRBs 050730 and 051111 (Prochaska et al. 2006b,a).

Fig. 8. The top panel shows the same as the top panel of
Fig. 6, but now with the UV pumping model overplotted:
solid lines for the fine-structure levels, dashed line for 4F9/2,
and dashed-dotted for 4D7/2. The bottom panel displays
the observed column total column densities for Ni II 4F9/2

(filled circles), and the best-fit Ni II model. In this Ni II
fit, all parameters except for Ni II column density were
fixed to the best-fit values obtained from the Fe II fit. The
model prediction for the evolution of the Ni II ground state
column density is shown by the dotted line. All Fe II and
Ni II column densities are very well described by the UV
pumping model.

As we calculate the level population of the lower 20
levels for Fe II, and lower 17 levels for Ni II, we can compare
if the model predictions for all levels are consistent with our
data. Searching for the detections of lines originating from
these levels has resulted in one new detection (epoch 2 for
level Fe II 4D5/2), but the rest we can only place an upper
limit (we adopt 5#) to the column density, as shown in
Fig. 9.

Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. (2006) have reported a signif-
icant (!3#) decline by at least a factor of five in the equiv-
alent width of the Fe II 6D7/2 "l2396 transition, in spectra
taken at 4.7 and 20.8 hours after GRB 020813. We note
that this line is saturated in our spectra, and moreover
blended with Fe II 6D5/2 "l2396, and therefore we do not
use it in our analysis. To verify if this decline is roughly
consistent with our calculations for GRB 060418, we de-

Vreeswijk et al. (2007)
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The Experiment
Acquire spectra of GRB afterglows to study gas in the galaxy 

hosting the GRB (its interstellar medium, ISM) and gas 
between Earth and the GRB (the intergalactic medium, IGM)

10-100pc <10pc10-100kpc 0.1-10kpc1-1000 Mpc

IGM

GRB

CSMHII Region?
H2 cloud

ISMHalo gas

Keep in Mind:  One measures directly the velocity of 
the gas, not its distance.  Therefore, all of these 

regions are potentially mixed together in our spectrum



Metal-line Transitions

•Very strong lines
✦ Follows from large NHI

✦ Echelle data preferred

•Distance diagnostics
✦ MgI:  Atomic Mg
✦ FeII*: Fine-structure lines

•Metal abundances
✦ Unsaturated resonance
✦ Low-ion transitions
✦ Dust depletion, too

•HII Regions, CSM?
✦ High-ion states
✦ Could be halo/ISM gas
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Abundances of Gas Near GRB

•GRB progenitor (theory)
✦ Prefer low metallicity
‣ Need to maintain a high angular 

momentum
‣ Therefore, suppress the wind

✦ e.g. Woosley & Heger 2006

•GRB hosts (observed)
✦ Low luminosity
‣ And, blue color

✦ Expect low metallicity
‣ (Mass-metallicity relation)

✦ Observe sub-solar 
metallicity at z < 0.5
‣ Special population?

©!2006!Nature Publishing Group!

!

resembles that of energetic supernovae. However, not all core-
collapse supernovae may be candidates for the production of
GRBs. The supernovae with good spectroscopic identifications so
far associated with GRBs have been type Ic—that is, core-collapse
supernovae that show no evidence of hydrogen or helium in their
spectra. (Type Ib supernovae, which are often studied together with
type Ic, have spectra that are also largely devoid of hydrogen lines but
show strong helium features.) A star may therefore need to lose its
outer envelope if a GRB is to be able to burn its way through the
stellar atmosphere24. Studies that have compared the locations of
type Ib/c supernovae with the more numerous type II supernovae
(core-collapse supernovae showing hydrogen lines) in local galaxies
so far show no differences in either the type of host or the placement
of the explosion on the host25,26. This result led the authors of ref. 25
to argue that core-collapse supernovae all come from the same mass
range of progenitor stars, but that type Ib/c supernovaemay have had
their envelopes stripped by interaction with a binary stellar compa-
nion. Whether type Ic supernovae come from single stars, or binary
stars, or both, it is very likely that only a small fraction of these
supernovae produce GRBs27.

Given the common massive stellar origins of core-collapse super-
novae and LGRBs, one might expect that their hosts and local
environments are quite similar. It has long been argued that core-
collapse supernovae should track the blue light in the Universe (the
light from massive stars is blue), both in their distribution among
galaxies and within their host galaxies themselves. One would expect
similar behaviour from LGRBs, and indeed rough evidence for such a
correlation has been reported28. Here we use the high resolution
available from Hubble Space Telescope (HST) images, and an
analytical technique developed by us that is independent of galaxy
morphology, to study the correlation between these objects and the
light of their hosts. We also compare the sizes, morphologies and
brightnesses of the LGRB hosts with those of the supernovae. Our
results reveal surprising and substantial differences between
the birthplaces of these cosmic explosions. We find that whereas
core-collapse supernovae trace the blue light of their hosts, GRBs
are far more concentrated on the brightest regions of their hosts.
Furthermore, while the hosts of core-collapse supernovae are
approximately equally divided between spiral and irregular galaxies,
the overwhelming majority of GRBs are on irregulars, even when we

Figure 1 | A mosaic of GRB host galaxies imaged by HST. Each individual
image corresponds to a square region on the sky 3.75 00 on a side. These
images were taken with the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS),
theWide-Field and Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) and the Advanced Camera
for Surveys (ACS) on HST. In cases where the location of the GRB on the
host is known to better than 0.15 00 the position of the GRB is shown by a
green mark. If the positional error is smaller than the point spread function
of the image (0.07 00 for STIS and ACS, 0.13 00 for WFPC2) the position is
marked by a cross-hair; otherwise the positional error is indicated by a circle.
The STIS images were all taken in white light (no filter), and in most cases

the WFPC2 and ACS images are in the F606W filter (though in a few cases
where images in this filter were not available we have used images in F555W
or F775W). The STIS and F606W images can be thought of as broad ‘V’ or
visual images, and are, for galaxies exhibiting typical colours of GRB hosts,
the single most sensitive settings for these cameras. F555W is close to the
ground-based Johnson V band, and F775W corresponds to the ground-
based Johnson I band. Owing to the redshifts of the hosts, these images
generally correspond to blue or ultraviolet images of the hosts in their rest
frame, and thus detect light largely produced by the massive stars in the
hosts.

ARTICLES NATURE|Vol 441|25 May 2006

464

Fruchter et al. (2006)



GRB ISM Abundances

•Typical GRB
✦ Large NHI 
‣ Accurate measure 

✦ Large EW metal-lines
‣ Desire high-res spectra
‣ Often limited to lower  

limit values

•Keep in mind
✦ The gas is not 

immediately  local to 
the progenitor
‣ ISM surrounding the SF 

region
✦ Gas-phase
‣ Far more accurate than 

nebular line measures
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GRB vs QSO-DLA

•Summary
✦ Large range of 

metallicity
‣ 1/100 to solar abundance

✦ Average GRB value
‣ <[M/H]> exceeds 1/10 solar
‣ Exceeds the cosmic ISM (HI) 

value of <M/H> 

• Implications
✦ Little evidence that 

GRB prefer low [M/H] 
‣ At high z

✦ Gas near SF regions has 
enhanced metallicity
‣ metallicity gradient is  

very likely at high z

Prochaska et al. (2007)
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Cartoon

Prochaska et al. (2007)



But aren’t the GRB 
values a bit low?

•LBG vs GRB
✦ Most GRB have metallicities below bright LBG
‣ Are they representative of SF galaxies at high z?
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Are GRBs Unbiased Tracers of SFR?

•Metallicity distribution
✦ Indirect
‣ But worth a test for consistency

•UV Luminosity function

✦ Assume SFR ~ LUV

•Z/Luminosity Relation
✦ Follow empirical relations

✦ Normalize by LBG values
‣ Z(L*) = Z* = 1/2 solar

•Result
✦ Excellent agreement
‣ Small sample

✦ Key: Bright LBGs are the tip 
of the iceberg

Z = Z!

(
L

L!

)0.5

!(LUV ) " (LUV /L!)
#1.6 exp(#LUV /L!)

Z = Z!(L/L!)
0.5

!(LUV ) " (LUV /L!)
#1.6 exp(#LUV /L!)

18 Reddy et al.
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-22

-21

Fig. 12.— Rest-frame UV luminosity functions at z ! 2 (solid circles) and z ! 3 (solid and open squares for ground-based observations
and HST, respectively) computed in our analysis, compared with z ! 4 results (triangles) from Steidel et al. (1999). All data have been
recast to the same cosmology used throughout this paper. Also indicated are the best-fit Schechter (1976) functions for the z ! 2 (blue
line) and z ! 3 (red line) LFs. No shift in normalization was applied to the LFs. Confidence contours demonstrate the degeneracy between
! and M! for the z ! 2 fit, as shown in the inset. The red cross denotes ! and M! for z ! 3 galaxies.

TABLE 6
Rest-Frame UV Luminosity Functions of 1.9 ! z ! 3.4 Galaxies

"
Redshift Range MAB(1700Å) ("10"3 h3

0.7 Mpc"3 mag"1)

1.9 # z < 2.7 $22.83 — $22.33 0.012 ± 0.008
$22.33 — $21.83 0.05 ± 0.01
$21.83 — $21.33 0.17 ± 0.04
$21.33 — $20.83 0.53 ± 0.08
$20.83 — $20.33 1.10 ± 0.07
$20.33 — $19.83 2.13 ± 0.07
$19.83 — $19.33 3.66 ± 0.02

2.7 # z < 3.4 $23.02 — $22.52 0.0031 ± 0.0027
$22.52 — $22.02 0.025 ± 0.007
$22.02 — $21.52 0.09 ± 0.01
$21.52 — $21.02 0.27 ± 0.03
$21.02 — $20.52 0.60 ± 0.03
$20.52 — $20.02 1.16 ± 0.03

at z = 2.3) that have colors that satisfy BX criteria is
! 58%. Similarly, the fraction of star-forming galaxies

with redshifts 2.7 " z < 3.4 and MAB(1700Å) < #20.02
(R = 25.5 at z = 3.05) that have colors that satisfy the
LBG criteria is ! 47%. Note that some galaxies escap-
ing LBG selection will be scattered into the BX window,
and vice versa. Also, some galaxies that are intrinsically
fainter (or brighter) than R = 25.5 will be scattered into
(or out of) the BX and LBG samples due to photometric
error. The total fraction of galaxies with 1.9 " z < 3.4
and R < 25.5 that satisfy either the BX or LBG criteria
is 0.55.

In the following sections, we examine various as-
pects of the luminosity functions derived here, including
the di!erences in the LF derived using the Ve! versus
maximum-likelihood method, the significance (or lack
thereof) of the Schechter parameters, and field-to-field
variations. We conclude this section by examining how
photometric redshifts can introduce non-trivial biases in
the computation of the LF.

Reddy et al. (2007)



Are GRBs Unbiased Tracers of SFR?

•Metallicity distribution
✦ Indirect
‣ But worth a test for consistency

•UV Luminosity function

✦ Assume SFR ~ LUV

•Z/Luminosity Relation
✦ Follow empirical relations

✦ Normalize by LBG values
‣ Z(L*) = Z* = 1/2 solar

•Result
✦ Excellent agreement
‣ Small sample

✦ Key: Bright LBGs are the tip 
of the iceberg
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Are GRBs Unbiased Tracers of SFR?

•Metallicity distribution
✦ Indirect
‣ But worth a test for consistency

•UV Luminosity function

✦ Assume SFR ~ LUV

•Z/Luminosity Relation
✦ Follow empirical relations

✦ Normalize by LBG values
‣ Z(L*) = Z* = 1/2 solar

•Result
✦ Excellent agreement
‣ Small sample
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Bright Galaxies are the Tip 
of the SF Iceberg
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Velocity Fields of High z Galaxies

Prochaska et al. (2007)



Kinematics: Data

•Gas Velocity field
✦ High-resolution data
‣ Resolve features at <10 km/s

•Majority of gas?
✦ Weak transitions
✦ e.g. ZnII 2026

•Majority of velocity 
field?
✦ Strong transitions
✦ e.g. SiII 1526

•Neutral or Ionized gas?
✦ Low-ion vs. high-ion
✦ e.g. ZnII vs CIV
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Kinematics: Statistics

•Velocity width Δv90

✦ Physical quantity
‣ Interval encompassing 90% of 

the optical depth
‣ Velocity field of the majority 

of gas

•Expectation
✦ Velocity field of the ISM
✦ Rotation, mild turbulent 

motions
‣ Dynamical Mass
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•Equivalent width W1526

✦ Observational quantity
‣ Width of absorption feature 
‣ Akin to MgII lines

✦ Physical significance
‣ Strong (optically thick) lines
‣ Velocity field of weak ‘clouds’
‣ Akin to Δv99

•Expectation
✦ ISM may play a minor role
✦ Additional velocity fields
‣ Halo dynamics (infall, virial)
‣ Galactic-scale outflows
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Kinematics: Statistics

•Velocity width Δv90

✦ Physical quantity
‣ Interval encompassing 90% of 

the optical depth
‣ Velocity field of the majority 

of gas

•Expectation
✦ Velocity field of the ISM
✦ Rotation, mild turbulent 

motions
‣ Dynamical Mass
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•Equivalent width W1526

✦ Observational quantity
‣ Width of absorption feature 
‣ Akin to MgII lines

✦ Physical significance
‣ Strong (optically thick) lines
‣ Velocity field of weak ‘clouds’
‣ Akin to Δv99

•Expectation
✦ ISM may play a minor role
✦ Additional velocity fields
‣ Halo dynamics (infall, virial)
‣ Galactic-scale outflows
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Kinematics: Statistics

•Velocity width Δv90

✦ Physical quantity
‣ Interval encompassing 90% of 

the optical depth
‣ Velocity field of the majority 

of gas

•Expectation
✦ Velocity field of the ISM
✦ Rotation, mild turbulent 

motions
‣ Dynamical Mass
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✦ Observational quantity
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‣ Akin to MgII lines
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‣ Strong (optically thick) lines
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✦ ISM may play a minor role
✦ Additional velocity fields
‣ Halo dynamics (infall, virial)
‣ Galactic-scale outflows
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Origin and Nature of the 
Velocity Fields

•Δv90

✦ Traces fine-structure 
lines
‣ Located within 1kpc of the GRB
‣ ‘Ambient’ ISM of the galaxy

✦ Rotation, turbulence

•W1526

✦ contributions from gas at 
Large distance (>1kpc)
‣ Likely outside the ISM
‣ Especially true for cases with 

large W1526 values
✦ Halo gas or outflows?
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Velocity Fields
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Origin and Nature of the 
Velocity Fields

•Nature of the field
✦ Fine-structure lines
‣ Set ISM systemic velocity 
‣ v=0 km/s

✦ GRB sightline 
‣ breaks the QSO symmetry
‣ Velocity relative to the ISM
➡ Negative => Outflow
➡ Positive => Inflow

•Current Observation
✦ 051111: Outflow?
✦ 050820,060418: In and out 
‣ Virialized motions?
‣ Galactic fountain in action?
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Mass-Metallicity Relation 
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•W1526 vs. [M/H]
✦ Tight correlation!
‣ see also Murphy et al.

✦ Scatter
‣ Mainly observational
‣ Impact parameter
‣ Clumpiness?

•Power-law fit
✦ [M/H] ~ W1.5

✦ Same trend as dwarf 
galaxies locally
‣ Dekel & Woo
‣ Z ~ v1.6

✦ Mass-Metallicity
•GRB-DLA
✦ Offset?
✦ Similar physics



The Experiment
Acquire spectra of GRB afterglows to study gas in the galaxy 

hosting the GRB (its interstellar medium, ISM) and gas 
between Earth and the GRB (the intergalactic medium, IGM)

10-100pc <10pc10-100kpc 0.1-10kpc1-1000 Mpc

IGM

GRB

CSMHII Region?
Former H2 cloud

ISMHalo gas

Keep in Mind:  One measures directly the velocity of 
the gas, not its distance.  Therefore, all of these 

regions are potentially mixed together in our spectrum



Probing Reionization with GRBs

•Some GRBs are brighter 
than QSOs at z>6 
✦ Simple scaling of z=5 GRBs
✦ Decline of QSO lum function

•Lya signature
✦ Voigt profile of GRB host
✦ Convolved voigt profile of    

a neutral universe
‣ Challenging to disentangle

•Progress to date
✦ One z>6 GRB verified
‣ S/N too low to significantly 

constrain reionization
✦ Going to need lots of 

patience and a bit of luck

12 T. Totani et al. [Vol. ,

Table 1. Constraint on xHI for Various Models

upper limits on xHI
!

Models !2
min

† !2(xHI = 1) !!2(xHI = 1) C.L.(%)‡ 68 95 99 C.L. (%)
Baseline§ 277.29 284.12 6.84 99.1 0.17 0.60 0.98
"0 = !1/! 1.5 273.86/281.10 280.07/288.75 6.21/7.65 98.7/99.4 0.18/0.15 0.66/0.52 1.08/0.88
AV = 0.45/0.17¶ 316.93/283.18 329.72/291.12 12.80/7.94 99.97/99.5 0.09/0.15 0.32/0.52 0.54/0.85
zIGM,u = 6.27/6.314 277.29/277.29 283.55/283.21 6.27/5.93 98.8/98.5 0.19/0.19 0.63/0.68 1.06/1.12
zIGM,l = 5.5/6.2 277.29/277.29 286.70/280.07 9.41/2.78 99.8/90.5 0.13/0.38 0.45/1.36 0.74/2.22
zDLA = 6.29/6.314" 281.47/266.41 288.49/271.25 7.03/4.83 99.2/97.2 0.16/0.27 0.57/0.84 0.96/1.27
Lines Included 796.03 802.53 6.50 98.9 0.17 0.63 1.02
Variability Check 283.98 289.54 5.56 98.2 0.20 0.71 1.18

!See §3 for the reason why the apparently unphysical cases of xHI > 1 are allowed here.
†
In all models, !2 increases with xHI and the minimum !2 is realized at xHI = 0.

‡The exclusion confidence level for the case of xHI = 1.
§The baseline model parameters are: zIGM,u = zDLA = 6.295, zIGM,l = 6, "0 = !1.25, and AV = 0. The second row and below show the
models when some parameters are changed from the baseline model.
¶The spectral index is changed into "0 = !0.75 to keep the expected NIR colors consistent with the observed ones for the MW/SMC
extinction curves, respectively.
"The IGM redshift parameter zIGM,u is kept to be the same with zDLA.

Fig. 1. The afterglow spectrum of GRB 050904 taken 3.4 days after the burst. The spectrum is binned by 3 pixels, and 1# errors
are also shown with an o!set of !1.0. The CCD image of the spectrum in the corresponding wavelength range is shown at the
top of the figure. The Ly$ resonance and identified absorption lines are indicated with the redshift zmetal = 6.295, except for the
intervening C IV system at z = 4.840. The thick horizontal lines in the upper right region show the wavelength ranges used in the
spectral fitting, where identified absorption features are removed. The solid curve shows the model absorption by a DLA with
logNHI = 21.62 and zDLA = 6.295 (the DLA-dominated model). The dotted line shows the original unabsorbed spectrum of the
afterglow, with the spectral index of "0 = !1.25. The dashed curve shows the model absorption by the IGM with zIGM,u = 6.295
and xHI = 10#3, which is almost a vertical line at the Ly$ resonance. The Galactic extinction of E(B ! V ) = 0.060 mag is taken
into account in all the model curves.

Kawai et al. (2005)



A ‘Spooky’ MgII Enhancement

Earth

L* Galaxy with 
MgII gas

Earth

GRBsQSOs

Prochter et al.  (2006)



MgII Search in QSO Spectra
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dN/dz of MgII

•dN/dz
✦ Number of absorbers per 

unit redshift
✦ Roughly, 1 QSO has 1 unit of 

redshift coverage
•SDSS
✦ 20,000 quasars with 

sufficient SNR
‣ Automatically identify     10,000 

MgII systems
‣ Stat sample is 7000 with      Rest 

EW > 1A

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
z

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

dN
/d

z

Prochter et al.  (2007)
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the telescope during the observations (!25!) and a problem with
the Keck II lower shutter, approximately half of the telescope
aperture was blocked during the exposures. Instrumental sensitivity
was calibrated by an observation of the standard star15 BD+284211,
but owing to an approximate correction for the occulted aperture
the absolute calibration is only rough.

The resulting combined spectra from 11 May is shown in Fig. 1a.
It is customary to represent the spectral flux density (Fn) of a non-
thermal source by a power law, Fn ! na; here n is the frequency. The
optical index computed from the spectrum is aO ! " 0:9 # 0:3.
The large uncertainty is due to the uncertain correction for atmo-
spheric extinction in the blue region of the spectrum at the large
zenith angles of our observations.

Several absorption features are evident; the strongest, near 7,600
and 6,870 Å, are due to telluric O2. In the region between 4,300 and
5,300 Å (Fig. 1b), there are several significant absorption features16

that we identify. The identifications were made based on Mg II

doublet (5,129 and 5,143 Å) line ratios, and assigning further rough
identification of other metal lines based on wavelength ratios
between these and the Mg doublet. Table 1 shows the lines identified
in the spectrum; independent redshifts are computed from each
line. This reveals a relatively strong17 metal line absorption system at
z ! 0:8349 # 0:0002, and a weaker Mg II system at z ! 0:768. The
eight lines present in the strong absorption system make the redshift
assignment unambiguous. The continuum source is either more
distant and absorbed by a gas cloud at this redshift, or perhaps is
located physically within the cloud, but the absorption places a firm
lower limit to the redshift of the source, z $ 0:835.

Such absorption systems are commonly seen in the spectra of
high-redshift quasi-stellar objects (QSOs)17. An imaging study of
such systems18 reveals that most are associated with normal galaxies
close to the line of sight to the QSO. An analysis of these systems19 at
redshift similar to the system we identify in OT J065349+79163
indicates a correlation (with significant scatter) between line
equivalent width and impact parameter. As the absorption we see
should be similar to QSO systems, we expect that deep images
(perhaps taken after the transient fades) would reveal a galaxy
responsible for this absorption system, though it is difficult to
predict its brightness or separation from the transient. A hint of
such an object has already been suggested20. Note that as the OTwas
far brighter than any other nearby object, any contamination of the
spectrum is negligible and thus the OT features were a physical
absorption.

At these redshifts, the number of Mg II absorption systems with
rest equivalent widths Wl % 0:3 Å per unit redshift is of the order of
unity17. Detection of one or two such absorption systems in our
spectrum is thus not unusual. However, the ratio of line strengths
(Mg I/Mg II) seems unusually high, and combined with the high

strength of the Mg II absorption system provides some evidence for a
dense foreground interstellar medium. This implies either a small
impact parameter19, or, more likely, that the z ! 0:835 system is due
to the GRB host galaxy itself. We can also place an approximate
upper limit to the source redshift from the absence of apparent
Lyman-a absorption features in our spectra. The short-wavelength
limit of our data corresponds to zLya " 2:3. In addition to the lack of
individual lines, the mean observed continuum decrement at this
redshift is21,22 DA " 0:1–0:2, and it increases with redshift. If present,
such a continuum drop should be detected in our data for
wavelength l % 4;000 Å. We can thus place an approximate upper
limit to the source redshift of z & 2:3.

One might ask whether from current observations we should
expect to see a host galaxy for the burst, if such a galaxy were
present. If we assume a minimum redshift of z ! 0:835 in a standard
Friedmann cosmology with H0 ! 70 km s " 1 Mpc " 1 and !0 ! 0:2,
the luminosity distance is 1:49 ' 1028 cm. The B band would be
redshifted just slightly past the Gunn i band, and for observations13

made on 10 May UT, the observed flux in the redshifted B band is
!39 (Jy. For the assumed redshift and cosmology, this implies an

Figure 1 The spectrum of the optical variable. a, Full spectrum; b, expansion of a

limited region,with strongabsorption linesand identifications indicated. The lines

marked with an asterisk are identified with an absorption system at redshift

z ! 0:835, the others at z ! 0:767. The spectrum has been smoothed with a three-

pixel boxcar filter. A few additional weak features (not shown) have also been

tentatively identified with the z ! 0:767 system. Fn is the flux density, and d is the

wavelength in Å.

Table 1 OT J065349+79163 absorption lines

lvac

(Å)

Unc. Wl

(Å)

Unc. lrest

Å

z Assignment

.............................................................................................................................................................................
4,302.5 1.8 1.3 0.3 2,344.2 0.8354(8) Fe II

4,359.7 1.4 1.3 0.3 2,374.5 0.8360(6) Fe II

4,372.2 1.5 1.4 0.3 2,382.8 0.8349(6) Fe II

4,746.7 1.7 1.0 0.4 2,586.7 0.8350(7) Fe II

4,769.7 1.3 2.3 0.2 2,600.2 0.8344(5) Fe II

4,941.1 1.5 1.3 0.3 2,796.4 0.7670(5) Mg II

4,953.9 1.5 1.0 0.4 2,803.5 0.7670(5) Mg II

5,130.4 1.1 2.7 0.2 2,796.4 0.8346(4) Mg II

5,144.0 1.1 3.0 0.2 2,803.5 0.8348(4) Mg II

5,232.6 1.3 1.8 0.2 2,853.0 0.8341(5) Mg I
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Table gives measured parameters for identified absorption lines in OT J065349+79163 and
the inferred redshift of each feature. lvac is the measured wavelength of each line, corrected
to vacuum, and the following column is the uncertainty (in Å); Wl is the observed (not rest
frame) equivalent width of the line in Å, along with the corresponding uncertainty; the last
three columns list the assigned physical absorption for each line, with rest vacuum
wavelength (lrest), implied redshift, and element/ionization state.

•MgII 
✦ Often establishes the GRB 

redshift (z<2.5)
‣ Rest EW > 2A in most cases

•Intervening MgII
✦ Easy to identify
‣ Even with low-res data

✦ Limited to large EW systems 
in many cases

•GRB 970508
✦ Even an example in the first 

optical spectrum
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the telescope during the observations (!25!) and a problem with
the Keck II lower shutter, approximately half of the telescope
aperture was blocked during the exposures. Instrumental sensitivity
was calibrated by an observation of the standard star15 BD+284211,
but owing to an approximate correction for the occulted aperture
the absolute calibration is only rough.

The resulting combined spectra from 11 May is shown in Fig. 1a.
It is customary to represent the spectral flux density (Fn) of a non-
thermal source by a power law, Fn ! na; here n is the frequency. The
optical index computed from the spectrum is aO ! " 0:9 # 0:3.
The large uncertainty is due to the uncertain correction for atmo-
spheric extinction in the blue region of the spectrum at the large
zenith angles of our observations.

Several absorption features are evident; the strongest, near 7,600
and 6,870 Å, are due to telluric O2. In the region between 4,300 and
5,300 Å (Fig. 1b), there are several significant absorption features16

that we identify. The identifications were made based on Mg II

doublet (5,129 and 5,143 Å) line ratios, and assigning further rough
identification of other metal lines based on wavelength ratios
between these and the Mg doublet. Table 1 shows the lines identified
in the spectrum; independent redshifts are computed from each
line. This reveals a relatively strong17 metal line absorption system at
z ! 0:8349 # 0:0002, and a weaker Mg II system at z ! 0:768. The
eight lines present in the strong absorption system make the redshift
assignment unambiguous. The continuum source is either more
distant and absorbed by a gas cloud at this redshift, or perhaps is
located physically within the cloud, but the absorption places a firm
lower limit to the redshift of the source, z $ 0:835.

Such absorption systems are commonly seen in the spectra of
high-redshift quasi-stellar objects (QSOs)17. An imaging study of
such systems18 reveals that most are associated with normal galaxies
close to the line of sight to the QSO. An analysis of these systems19 at
redshift similar to the system we identify in OT J065349+79163
indicates a correlation (with significant scatter) between line
equivalent width and impact parameter. As the absorption we see
should be similar to QSO systems, we expect that deep images
(perhaps taken after the transient fades) would reveal a galaxy
responsible for this absorption system, though it is difficult to
predict its brightness or separation from the transient. A hint of
such an object has already been suggested20. Note that as the OTwas
far brighter than any other nearby object, any contamination of the
spectrum is negligible and thus the OT features were a physical
absorption.

At these redshifts, the number of Mg II absorption systems with
rest equivalent widths Wl % 0:3 Å per unit redshift is of the order of
unity17. Detection of one or two such absorption systems in our
spectrum is thus not unusual. However, the ratio of line strengths
(Mg I/Mg II) seems unusually high, and combined with the high

strength of the Mg II absorption system provides some evidence for a
dense foreground interstellar medium. This implies either a small
impact parameter19, or, more likely, that the z ! 0:835 system is due
to the GRB host galaxy itself. We can also place an approximate
upper limit to the source redshift from the absence of apparent
Lyman-a absorption features in our spectra. The short-wavelength
limit of our data corresponds to zLya " 2:3. In addition to the lack of
individual lines, the mean observed continuum decrement at this
redshift is21,22 DA " 0:1–0:2, and it increases with redshift. If present,
such a continuum drop should be detected in our data for
wavelength l % 4;000 Å. We can thus place an approximate upper
limit to the source redshift of z & 2:3.

One might ask whether from current observations we should
expect to see a host galaxy for the burst, if such a galaxy were
present. If we assume a minimum redshift of z ! 0:835 in a standard
Friedmann cosmology with H0 ! 70 km s " 1 Mpc " 1 and !0 ! 0:2,
the luminosity distance is 1:49 ' 1028 cm. The B band would be
redshifted just slightly past the Gunn i band, and for observations13

made on 10 May UT, the observed flux in the redshifted B band is
!39 (Jy. For the assumed redshift and cosmology, this implies an

Figure 1 The spectrum of the optical variable. a, Full spectrum; b, expansion of a

limited region,with strongabsorption linesand identifications indicated. The lines

marked with an asterisk are identified with an absorption system at redshift

z ! 0:835, the others at z ! 0:767. The spectrum has been smoothed with a three-

pixel boxcar filter. A few additional weak features (not shown) have also been

tentatively identified with the z ! 0:767 system. Fn is the flux density, and d is the

wavelength in Å.

Table 1 OT J065349+79163 absorption lines

lvac

(Å)

Unc. Wl

(Å)

Unc. lrest

Å

z Assignment

.............................................................................................................................................................................
4,302.5 1.8 1.3 0.3 2,344.2 0.8354(8) Fe II

4,359.7 1.4 1.3 0.3 2,374.5 0.8360(6) Fe II

4,372.2 1.5 1.4 0.3 2,382.8 0.8349(6) Fe II

4,746.7 1.7 1.0 0.4 2,586.7 0.8350(7) Fe II

4,769.7 1.3 2.3 0.2 2,600.2 0.8344(5) Fe II

4,941.1 1.5 1.3 0.3 2,796.4 0.7670(5) Mg II

4,953.9 1.5 1.0 0.4 2,803.5 0.7670(5) Mg II

5,130.4 1.1 2.7 0.2 2,796.4 0.8346(4) Mg II

5,144.0 1.1 3.0 0.2 2,803.5 0.8348(4) Mg II

5,232.6 1.3 1.8 0.2 2,853.0 0.8341(5) Mg I
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Table gives measured parameters for identified absorption lines in OT J065349+79163 and
the inferred redshift of each feature. lvac is the measured wavelength of each line, corrected
to vacuum, and the following column is the uncertainty (in Å); Wl is the observed (not rest
frame) equivalent width of the line in Å, along with the corresponding uncertainty; the last
three columns list the assigned physical absorption for each line, with rest vacuum
wavelength (lrest), implied redshift, and element/ionization state.

•MgII 
✦ Often establishes the GRB 

redshift (z<2.5)
‣ Rest EW > 2A in most cases

•Intervening MgII
✦ Easy to identify
‣ Even with low-res data

✦ Limited to large EW systems 
in many cases

•GRB 970508
✦ Even an example in the first 

optical spectrum
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the telescope during the observations (!25!) and a problem with
the Keck II lower shutter, approximately half of the telescope
aperture was blocked during the exposures. Instrumental sensitivity
was calibrated by an observation of the standard star15 BD+284211,
but owing to an approximate correction for the occulted aperture
the absolute calibration is only rough.

The resulting combined spectra from 11 May is shown in Fig. 1a.
It is customary to represent the spectral flux density (Fn) of a non-
thermal source by a power law, Fn ! na; here n is the frequency. The
optical index computed from the spectrum is aO ! " 0:9 # 0:3.
The large uncertainty is due to the uncertain correction for atmo-
spheric extinction in the blue region of the spectrum at the large
zenith angles of our observations.

Several absorption features are evident; the strongest, near 7,600
and 6,870 Å, are due to telluric O2. In the region between 4,300 and
5,300 Å (Fig. 1b), there are several significant absorption features16

that we identify. The identifications were made based on Mg II

doublet (5,129 and 5,143 Å) line ratios, and assigning further rough
identification of other metal lines based on wavelength ratios
between these and the Mg doublet. Table 1 shows the lines identified
in the spectrum; independent redshifts are computed from each
line. This reveals a relatively strong17 metal line absorption system at
z ! 0:8349 # 0:0002, and a weaker Mg II system at z ! 0:768. The
eight lines present in the strong absorption system make the redshift
assignment unambiguous. The continuum source is either more
distant and absorbed by a gas cloud at this redshift, or perhaps is
located physically within the cloud, but the absorption places a firm
lower limit to the redshift of the source, z $ 0:835.

Such absorption systems are commonly seen in the spectra of
high-redshift quasi-stellar objects (QSOs)17. An imaging study of
such systems18 reveals that most are associated with normal galaxies
close to the line of sight to the QSO. An analysis of these systems19 at
redshift similar to the system we identify in OT J065349+79163
indicates a correlation (with significant scatter) between line
equivalent width and impact parameter. As the absorption we see
should be similar to QSO systems, we expect that deep images
(perhaps taken after the transient fades) would reveal a galaxy
responsible for this absorption system, though it is difficult to
predict its brightness or separation from the transient. A hint of
such an object has already been suggested20. Note that as the OTwas
far brighter than any other nearby object, any contamination of the
spectrum is negligible and thus the OT features were a physical
absorption.

At these redshifts, the number of Mg II absorption systems with
rest equivalent widths Wl % 0:3 Å per unit redshift is of the order of
unity17. Detection of one or two such absorption systems in our
spectrum is thus not unusual. However, the ratio of line strengths
(Mg I/Mg II) seems unusually high, and combined with the high

strength of the Mg II absorption system provides some evidence for a
dense foreground interstellar medium. This implies either a small
impact parameter19, or, more likely, that the z ! 0:835 system is due
to the GRB host galaxy itself. We can also place an approximate
upper limit to the source redshift from the absence of apparent
Lyman-a absorption features in our spectra. The short-wavelength
limit of our data corresponds to zLya " 2:3. In addition to the lack of
individual lines, the mean observed continuum decrement at this
redshift is21,22 DA " 0:1–0:2, and it increases with redshift. If present,
such a continuum drop should be detected in our data for
wavelength l % 4;000 Å. We can thus place an approximate upper
limit to the source redshift of z & 2:3.

One might ask whether from current observations we should
expect to see a host galaxy for the burst, if such a galaxy were
present. If we assume a minimum redshift of z ! 0:835 in a standard
Friedmann cosmology with H0 ! 70 km s " 1 Mpc " 1 and !0 ! 0:2,
the luminosity distance is 1:49 ' 1028 cm. The B band would be
redshifted just slightly past the Gunn i band, and for observations13

made on 10 May UT, the observed flux in the redshifted B band is
!39 (Jy. For the assumed redshift and cosmology, this implies an

Figure 1 The spectrum of the optical variable. a, Full spectrum; b, expansion of a

limited region,with strongabsorption linesand identifications indicated. The lines

marked with an asterisk are identified with an absorption system at redshift

z ! 0:835, the others at z ! 0:767. The spectrum has been smoothed with a three-

pixel boxcar filter. A few additional weak features (not shown) have also been

tentatively identified with the z ! 0:767 system. Fn is the flux density, and d is the

wavelength in Å.

Table 1 OT J065349+79163 absorption lines

lvac

(Å)

Unc. Wl

(Å)

Unc. lrest

Å

z Assignment

.............................................................................................................................................................................
4,302.5 1.8 1.3 0.3 2,344.2 0.8354(8) Fe II

4,359.7 1.4 1.3 0.3 2,374.5 0.8360(6) Fe II

4,372.2 1.5 1.4 0.3 2,382.8 0.8349(6) Fe II

4,746.7 1.7 1.0 0.4 2,586.7 0.8350(7) Fe II

4,769.7 1.3 2.3 0.2 2,600.2 0.8344(5) Fe II

4,941.1 1.5 1.3 0.3 2,796.4 0.7670(5) Mg II

4,953.9 1.5 1.0 0.4 2,803.5 0.7670(5) Mg II

5,130.4 1.1 2.7 0.2 2,796.4 0.8346(4) Mg II

5,144.0 1.1 3.0 0.2 2,803.5 0.8348(4) Mg II

5,232.6 1.3 1.8 0.2 2,853.0 0.8341(5) Mg I
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Table gives measured parameters for identified absorption lines in OT J065349+79163 and
the inferred redshift of each feature. lvac is the measured wavelength of each line, corrected
to vacuum, and the following column is the uncertainty (in Å); Wl is the observed (not rest
frame) equivalent width of the line in Å, along with the corresponding uncertainty; the last
three columns list the assigned physical absorption for each line, with rest vacuum
wavelength (lrest), implied redshift, and element/ionization state.

•MgII 
✦ Often establishes the GRB 

redshift (z<2.5)
‣ Rest EW > 2A in most cases

•Intervening MgII
✦ Easy to identify
‣ Even with low-res data

✦ Limited to large EW systems 
in many cases

•GRB 970508
✦ Even an example in the first 

optical spectrum
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the telescope during the observations (!25!) and a problem with
the Keck II lower shutter, approximately half of the telescope
aperture was blocked during the exposures. Instrumental sensitivity
was calibrated by an observation of the standard star15 BD+284211,
but owing to an approximate correction for the occulted aperture
the absolute calibration is only rough.

The resulting combined spectra from 11 May is shown in Fig. 1a.
It is customary to represent the spectral flux density (Fn) of a non-
thermal source by a power law, Fn ! na; here n is the frequency. The
optical index computed from the spectrum is aO ! " 0:9 # 0:3.
The large uncertainty is due to the uncertain correction for atmo-
spheric extinction in the blue region of the spectrum at the large
zenith angles of our observations.

Several absorption features are evident; the strongest, near 7,600
and 6,870 Å, are due to telluric O2. In the region between 4,300 and
5,300 Å (Fig. 1b), there are several significant absorption features16

that we identify. The identifications were made based on Mg II

doublet (5,129 and 5,143 Å) line ratios, and assigning further rough
identification of other metal lines based on wavelength ratios
between these and the Mg doublet. Table 1 shows the lines identified
in the spectrum; independent redshifts are computed from each
line. This reveals a relatively strong17 metal line absorption system at
z ! 0:8349 # 0:0002, and a weaker Mg II system at z ! 0:768. The
eight lines present in the strong absorption system make the redshift
assignment unambiguous. The continuum source is either more
distant and absorbed by a gas cloud at this redshift, or perhaps is
located physically within the cloud, but the absorption places a firm
lower limit to the redshift of the source, z $ 0:835.

Such absorption systems are commonly seen in the spectra of
high-redshift quasi-stellar objects (QSOs)17. An imaging study of
such systems18 reveals that most are associated with normal galaxies
close to the line of sight to the QSO. An analysis of these systems19 at
redshift similar to the system we identify in OT J065349+79163
indicates a correlation (with significant scatter) between line
equivalent width and impact parameter. As the absorption we see
should be similar to QSO systems, we expect that deep images
(perhaps taken after the transient fades) would reveal a galaxy
responsible for this absorption system, though it is difficult to
predict its brightness or separation from the transient. A hint of
such an object has already been suggested20. Note that as the OTwas
far brighter than any other nearby object, any contamination of the
spectrum is negligible and thus the OT features were a physical
absorption.

At these redshifts, the number of Mg II absorption systems with
rest equivalent widths Wl % 0:3 Å per unit redshift is of the order of
unity17. Detection of one or two such absorption systems in our
spectrum is thus not unusual. However, the ratio of line strengths
(Mg I/Mg II) seems unusually high, and combined with the high

strength of the Mg II absorption system provides some evidence for a
dense foreground interstellar medium. This implies either a small
impact parameter19, or, more likely, that the z ! 0:835 system is due
to the GRB host galaxy itself. We can also place an approximate
upper limit to the source redshift from the absence of apparent
Lyman-a absorption features in our spectra. The short-wavelength
limit of our data corresponds to zLya " 2:3. In addition to the lack of
individual lines, the mean observed continuum decrement at this
redshift is21,22 DA " 0:1–0:2, and it increases with redshift. If present,
such a continuum drop should be detected in our data for
wavelength l % 4;000 Å. We can thus place an approximate upper
limit to the source redshift of z & 2:3.

One might ask whether from current observations we should
expect to see a host galaxy for the burst, if such a galaxy were
present. If we assume a minimum redshift of z ! 0:835 in a standard
Friedmann cosmology with H0 ! 70 km s " 1 Mpc " 1 and !0 ! 0:2,
the luminosity distance is 1:49 ' 1028 cm. The B band would be
redshifted just slightly past the Gunn i band, and for observations13

made on 10 May UT, the observed flux in the redshifted B band is
!39 (Jy. For the assumed redshift and cosmology, this implies an

Figure 1 The spectrum of the optical variable. a, Full spectrum; b, expansion of a

limited region,with strongabsorption linesand identifications indicated. The lines

marked with an asterisk are identified with an absorption system at redshift

z ! 0:835, the others at z ! 0:767. The spectrum has been smoothed with a three-

pixel boxcar filter. A few additional weak features (not shown) have also been

tentatively identified with the z ! 0:767 system. Fn is the flux density, and d is the

wavelength in Å.

Table 1 OT J065349+79163 absorption lines

lvac

(Å)

Unc. Wl

(Å)

Unc. lrest

Å

z Assignment

.............................................................................................................................................................................
4,302.5 1.8 1.3 0.3 2,344.2 0.8354(8) Fe II

4,359.7 1.4 1.3 0.3 2,374.5 0.8360(6) Fe II

4,372.2 1.5 1.4 0.3 2,382.8 0.8349(6) Fe II

4,746.7 1.7 1.0 0.4 2,586.7 0.8350(7) Fe II

4,769.7 1.3 2.3 0.2 2,600.2 0.8344(5) Fe II

4,941.1 1.5 1.3 0.3 2,796.4 0.7670(5) Mg II

4,953.9 1.5 1.0 0.4 2,803.5 0.7670(5) Mg II

5,130.4 1.1 2.7 0.2 2,796.4 0.8346(4) Mg II

5,144.0 1.1 3.0 0.2 2,803.5 0.8348(4) Mg II

5,232.6 1.3 1.8 0.2 2,853.0 0.8341(5) Mg I
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Table gives measured parameters for identified absorption lines in OT J065349+79163 and
the inferred redshift of each feature. lvac is the measured wavelength of each line, corrected
to vacuum, and the following column is the uncertainty (in Å); Wl is the observed (not rest
frame) equivalent width of the line in Å, along with the corresponding uncertainty; the last
three columns list the assigned physical absorption for each line, with rest vacuum
wavelength (lrest), implied redshift, and element/ionization state.

•MgII 
✦ Often establishes the GRB 

redshift (z<2.5)
‣ Rest EW > 2A in most cases

•Intervening MgII
✦ Easy to identify
‣ Even with low-res data

✦ Limited to large EW systems 
in many cases

•GRB 970508
✦ Even an example in the first 

optical spectrum



GRAASP Swift Sample
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GRB MgII Sample
– 10 –

Table 1. Survey Data for Mg II Absorbers Along GRB Sightlines

GRB zGRB zstart zend zabs Wr(2796 Å) !v (km s!1 ) Reference

Wr(2796) ! 1 Å Mg II Statistical Sample

000926 2.038 0.616 2.0 8
010222 1.477 0.430 1.460 0.927 1.00 ± 0.14 74,000 1

1.156 2.49 ± 0.08 41,000
011211 2.142 0.359 2.0 2

020405 0.695 0.359 0.684 0.472 1.1 ± 0.3 65,000 11
020813 1.255 0.359 1.240 1.224 1.67 ± 0.02 4,000 3

021004 2.328 0.359 2.0 1.380 1.81 ± 0.3 97,000 4
1.602 1.53 ± 0.3 72,000

030226 1.986 0.359 1.966

030323 3.372 0.824 1.646 7
050505 4.275 1.414 2.0 1.695 1.98 176,000 6

050730 3.97 1.194 2.0
050820 2.6147 0.359 1.850 0.692 2.877 ± 0.021 192,000

1.430 1.222 ± 0.036 113,000
050908 3.35 0.814 2.0 1.548 1.336 ± 0.107 147,000
051111 1.55 0.488 1.533 1.190 1.599 ± 0.007 45,000

060418 1.49 0.359 1.473 0.603 1.251 ± 0.019 124,000
0.656 1.036 ± 0.012 116,000

1.107 1.876 ± 0.023 50,000

Other Mg II Systems Reported/Detected Along GRB Sightlines

970508 0.835 0.767 0.736 ± 0.3 17,000 7
991216 1.022 0.770 2.0 ± 0.8 40,000 2

0.803 3.0 ± 0.7 34,000
011211 0.316 2.625 ± 1.418 210,000

030226 1.963 5.0 ± 0.2 2,000 5
1.042 0.9 ± 0.1 109,000



Statistically Solid Result
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Chance result?  
Less than 1 in 10,000



Possible Explanations
•Dust obscuration?
✦ MgII absorbers contain dust
‣ Could remove quasars from a        

magnitude limited sample
‣ Underestimate dN/dz

✦ But, dust content is low
‣ Effect is small (Menard et al. 2007)

•Gas is Intrinsic to the GRB?
✦ v > 100,000 km/s !
✦ Galaxies have been identified

•Gravitational lensing?
✦ One MgII per sightline
‣ Double lens enhancement

✦ But, flux counts are flat
‣ No GRB ‘pairs’?

•Beam size? (Frank et al.)
✦ No partial covering observed
✦ No difference in QSO emission lines
‣ Pontzen et al. (2007)
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FIG. 2b

In Table 5, we present the rest-frame equivalent widths
for the transitions listed in Table 2. The velocity range of
each kinematic subsystems is given, whereby the subsystem
number is as de!ned in Figure 1. The velocities are the
limits of integration for equation (A3). The system totals are
also listed. No entry for a given transition means that it was
not covered.

In Table 6, we present the integrated column densities
using the apparent optical depth method (eq. [A7]). Lower
limits are provided when all transitions of a given ion were
saturated within the subsystem. For Mg I and Fe II, upper
limits are provided when the ion was not detected in any of
its transitions. No entry means that no transitions were
covered for the given ion.

In Table 7, we present the VP parameters from MINFIT.
Following each componentÏs velocity, we give the kinematic
subsystem number ; this allows the complexity of the sub-

systems to be examined. In the case of no detections, the
column density is an upper limit. If there is no coverage of
any transition for a given ion, an ellipsis appears.

3.3. Individual Systems
3.3.1. Q0002]051, UM 18 ; zabs \ 0.851394

This system has a kinematically intriguing absorption
pro!le, with a total velocity spread of roughly 475 km s~1 ;
it was !tted with a total of 12 VP components. Classi!ed as
a ““ double ÏÏ systems by Churchill et al. (2000b), the overall
Mg II pro!le was found to have four kinematic subsystems.
This is one of only two systems in our sample in which two
subsystems (1 and 2) have Furthermore,W

r
(2796) [ 0.3 A! .

these subsystems are separated by 180 km s~1. Subsystem 1
is fully saturated, exhibiting the kinematic spread and mor-
phology characteristic of a DLA Mg II pro!le (though it is



Bizzare (fundamental?) result



Summary
•GRB Afterflow spectroscopy effectively 

probes the High z Universe
•ISM in GRB Host Galaxies
✦ Gas ionized to ~100pc (pre-existing HII region)
✦ General properties
‣ High NHI surface densities
‣ Moderate metallicities  (Mean is 1/3 to 1/2 solar)
‣ Dust depleted gas, but no molecules

✦ Next phase -- study the galaxies hosting this gas

•Velocity fields
✦ Majority of gas arises in neutral ISM
✦ ‘Halo gas’ 
‣ contributes a few % of the optical depth
‣ Significant velocity field:   Gravitational/feedback?

✦ ‘Mass’/metallicity relation in place at z=3

•IGM
✦ z>6 Universe?  I grow pessimistic (for now)
✦ ‘Spooky’ MgII enhancement


